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Yourself and Frien ds
Are Cordially Invited
to attend the opening of the Dry Goods and Ladies Clothing Dept. of our new store

Wednesday, March 24, 1915
Our new stock includes dry goods of
Ladies' Suits, Dsesses, Coats, Etc.,
guaranteed to be as represented.
garments,
make of our ready-to-wear

every description and Ladies' Furnishings. Our
styles and are fully
are right
There are no better materials used than in the
and the workmanship is of the highest class.
up-to-the-min-

ute

The Farmers and their Families
are especially invited to visit our store when they come in to the Livestock-Farmer- s
Day meeting on Thursday, March 25th, and make our store their headquarters. We
ji take this opportunity to assure you that you are always welcome.
Our new spring goods in the Men's Clothing Department are arriving daily and our
prices will be found as reasonable, quality considered, as any place in the southwest.

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany.

THE CLOVIS NEWS
boy In a
fight. In
which nil adversary waa at a disad
vantage, being considerably smaller.
hampered, too, with his loose, unbuttoned coat and baggy trousers. But,
for all that, he did some very efficient
work In the way or a deft and telling
blow or two upon the nose or his over
powering roe, who sat astride his
wriggling body, but wholly unable to
get In a lick.
"Durn you!" said Hilly, with hla
hand gripping the boy's throat, "holler

mora Into the hands of bla unnatural
parent
Certain It was that the feelings of
all who knew the lad's story showed
'hearty sympathy with him, and when
one morning it waa rumored that The

e

The
Boy From
Zeeny

'nought"

"Holler nothln'!" gurgled the boy,
with his eyes fairly starting from bis
head.
"Oh, let him up, nilly," nailed a com
passionate voice from the excited
crowd.
"Holler 'nough and I will," said
nilly, In a tragic whisper In the boy's
ear. "Durn ye! holler 'Calfrope!' "
The boy only shook his head, trem
bled convulsively, let fall his eyelids,
and lay limp and, to all appearance,
unconscious.
The startled nilly loosed his hold,
rose hair-wato hla feet, thnn fierce
ly pounced again at his rival.
nut It was too Into. The ruae had
succeeded, and the boy waa once more
on hla feet.
"You fight like a dog!" said the
strange boy, In a tone of Infinite contempt "and you air a dog! Put up
ycr props like a man and come at me,
and I'll mettnl yen head till yer mother won't know you! Come on! I dare
you!"
This tlmn, aa Hilly started forward
at the challenge, I regret to any that
In hla piiHHlon ha snatched up from
,
be- the slrnnt a broken
torn which warlike weapon thn strange
boy waa roreed warily to rntrnal. 8tnp
by step ho gave way, and alep by step
hla threatening foe advanced. I think,
perhaps, part or thn Htrnngn boy's
purpose In' thua rntrnallng wna to arm
himself with one or thn "unbundles"
that protruded rrom a churn atnndlng
in 'runt of n grocery, toward which ho
slowly barked rrnsa the sidewalk.
However that may hn, It ia evident he
look no note or nn open collar-wathat lay behind him, over tho brink
of which he dnHsnratuly
backed.
throwing up ti Ik lunula na ho disap-pe-

Br

James Whitcomb Riley

p

y

Uuprrlihl hi Junius WhlMuab Hlls?

IIIh advent In our lltllo country
town was nt onrn abrupt nnd novel.
Why hi eninc, when lin came, or how
boys never know. My
tin came,
r liltn Ih or his
flint ri'iiii'iiiliriini'i'
sudden appeal nin e in thn mlilNt of a
game of "Ant'ny over," In which a
dozen boy besides myself wore most
inlhiiNliiHi Irii lly engaged. Thn rutin

or I In- - oiilliii: mutest was the center
of thn timlii hi reel nr llio town, the
elevation over which we tossed the
bull helm; III" Mki'N'toii ri'iimlnii or a
grand Irluinpluil nrrli, Inft as a aort
or nulii vermis reminder or aomn recent political li.Miiiiniit rut Ion. Although
I rt'i'iill tin' Imy'H external appearance
II pitu Hint iiri'iiHlixi with Hoinn vague-iii'HI
vividly
remember thiit hi
trousers were iniii'h ton largo nml
long, nml llnil his heavy, flapping coat
whh liiittoiili'HH. nml very bndly worn
anil iliiiiniKi'd m i In' sleeve anil elI remember,
loo, with even
bows.
more dlHlliicttii'HH, lie hut hn worn; It
wan a high. Milk. hell crowned hut a
inn 'n It ii t nml u verllnhln "plug"
mil n new mid tOiiny "plug," by any
iik'iiiih, hut n t III nf dignity nnd glosa
enough In furnhdi a nollccnbln
In thn olhrr appurtenances or ltd
In fart. II wna
wearer's wnrdroho
through this latter nrllrlo or dress
Hint thn general
nlti'iitlon or tho
rrowil ennui ul IiinI lo bo drawn particularly In ft ft ii it Tttrt mint o possessor,
who, evidently rilreeted by nil old Hum
liiHtdii'l. hud nii'i'limilrnlly thrust thn
Inverted "castor" midnr a falling ball,
ami tin' hull, being inndn or yarn
wrnpi'i'd Hi'.litly over a green walnut,
and OroppltiK from nn uncommon
height, hml Bonn thrniiKh thn lint llko
round Hhot
Nntitrnlly enough ninrh merriment
by thn singular
whm iiitiikIoiii'iI
nml Hie victim or thn odd occur-renrHi'i'ti'i'il himself Inclined to Join
In the boisterous laughter nnd mnko
thn tniiMt nf Ii h rldlruloim misfortune,
lie pulled thn lint hunk over hla
toiiHled hniiil. nml with thn flapping
rrown of II nf 111 clinging by one fraynd
hltiRn, hn cnpered thrniiRh a grotesquely exeruloil JIr that made thn
t'lnniorouH
crowd about him howl
again.
-Wo' wlml a lint!" crlnd Hilly
dnrlHlvnly, nnd with a pnlpubly
rnnenrnus twinge nf nnvy In h In heart;
fur Hilly was thn hml hoy of our town,
and would doubt lens hnvn enjoyed
thn strange Iio.v'h Hiiildnn nolorlnly In
thus heliiK nbln to ronvnrt disaster
Into positive fun "Wo! whnt a hat!"
rnltnrntml Hilly, milking a fnlnt to
ktinrk II from thn boy' hnml aa the
capering nguro plrounltnd pant him.
Thn liny' nyn naught the motion,
and hn whirled middnnly In a bark-warcourse and dunred past hla
agnln. (bis limn much nnarnr than
beforo. "Hettnr try It." he said. In
a low, half Imightng tone that no onn
heard but Hilly and myanlf. He waa
out or range in an Instant, still laugh-luaa hn wnnt.
"Durn Mm!" said nilly. with stifling
anger, rluti'hlng hla fist and leaving
onn knuckle protruding In a very
wicked looking manner. "Durn htm!
He bnttnr not sass me! Hn's afnared
to conn pant hnrn ng'ln and say that!
I'll knock hi dnrn oln atove pipe in
thn middle o' nnx' week!"
"Ton will, hey?" queried
revolving voire, nn the boy twirled past
again-th- in
time no near that Hilly
fnlt bit taunting breath blown In hla
face.
"Yea. f 'will. hey!,B said Wily, vl
Piously; and with a aide sweeping,
flat handed lirk that Hounded like
striking a rusty shnet or tin. the
crownless "plug" went spinning Into
the gutter, while, as suddenly, the
assaulted little stranger, with a peculiarly pallid smile about his lips
and an electric glitter In his eye.
adroitly flung his left hand forward.
nilting his insulter surh a blow In
the region of the brow that the 1111
guarded Hilly
ent tumbling backward, his plucky assallnnt prancing
wildly around his prostrate form
"Oh! come and see me'" snarled thn
strange boy. In a contrinptuniiH tone,
his Ants up In a scientific
manner, and dropping Into a stoop
shouldered manger that would have
driven envy Into the heart of a bully.
I it the bloke on his
Ing hack driver
pins!" be ennered, turning to thn
rrowd. "S'liose I m goln to hit a man
w'en ftp's down?"
Hut hi antagonlft needed no such
assistance Stung with his unlooked-fodownfall, bleeding from the first
Mow ever given him lv mortal hoy.
and goaded to absolute frrnrv by thn
taunts of hla swaggering enemy. Hilly
sprang to hla feet, and a moment
later had succeeded in doting with the
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Wo heard a heavy rail, hut heard no
cry. Some loungers In the grocery,

enn-trn-

attracted by Ihn clamor or thn throng

y

d

crunch!"
"Hain't he

queried a

milk-face-

boy, with very large blue eyes
and fine whlto hair, and a grieved ex

pression

as he spoke. "Hain't

he

Well, hn hain't!" said the boy In
the window, with unconscious admiration. "Ustcn!
"I heerd him thlst tell 'em 'at it
wasn't the first time his arm was
broke. Now keep still!" and the boy
In the window again bent his ear to
the broken pane.
"lie says both his arm's bo'n broke,"
continued the boy In the window
"says thls-'u'at's broke now's be'n
broke two timos 'fore this time."
hain't he a funny
boy, with
feller!" said the
hla big eyes lifted wistfully to tho
boy In the window.
"He says onc't his pap broke his
ii nn
w'en he was whlppln' him,"
whispered the boy In the window.
"Hot his pa's a wicked man!" said
hoy, In a dreaniyspcc-ulutlvthe
way "s'pect he's a drunkard,

without, pume lo (ho door Inquiringly; one man, learning what lind hap
pened, pnered down the atalrwny or
Ihn cellar, and called to ask the boy
If ho wna hurt, which query was answered nn Instant later by thn appearance or tho boy himself, his fnen far
whiter thnn his shirt, and his lips
tromtillnpr. hut his teeth clenched.
"(lunsa I broke my arm ag'ln," he said
briefly, aa Ihn man leaned over and
helped hi til up Ihn steps, the boy
sweeping hla keen eves aearrhlngly
ever tho faces of tho crowd. "It's the
right arm. though," he continued,
glancing at thn Injured member dangling helplessly ut his side "tills 'un a er somepln'!"
"Keep still." said thn boy at the
all right yet!" and aa he spoke hn
window; "they're tryln' to git him to
Jerked from the man's assistance,
tell his pap's name and his, and hn
don't do it, 'cause he suys his pap
comes and steal him ever' time he
r
finds out where he Is."
boy drew a long,
The
quavering breath and guzed
round the high board fence
i
to?
of thn eiirloBiire.
S
F
"Ho says hla pap used lo keep a liberty stable In Zeeny In Ohio som'ers
but he daresn't stay round there no
7
more, 'cause he broke up there, and
had to skedaddle er they'd clean him
out! He says he hain't got no mother,
ner no brothers, ner no sisters, ner no
on'y." the boy in the winnothlndow added, with a very dry nnd painful swallow, "he say he hain't got
nothln' on'y thlst the clothes on his
hack!"
"Yes, and I bet." broke In the
boy, abruptly, with his thin lips
compressed, and his big eyes fixed on
space "yes, nnd I bet hn kin lick
Hilly Klnzcy. er his arm Is broke!
At this Juncture, someone Inside
coming to raise the window, the boy
at tho broken pane leaped to the
ground, and. flocking at his heels, his
rrlghtened comrade
bobbed one by
one over the horizon or the high fence
and were gone In an Instant.
So It wna the hero of this sketch
came to be known as "The Hoy From
Zeeny."
The Roy from Zeeny, though evidently predisposed to novel nnd disastrous happenings, ror once, at least,
had come upon a streak of better fortune; for the doctor. It appeared, had
someway taken a fancy to him. and
had offered him an asylum at his own
home and hearth the compensation
stipulated, and suggested by the boy
himself, being a conscientious and efficient service In the doctor's stable.
Kven with his broken arm splintered
and bandaged and supported In a
sling, The Hoy fr im Zeeny could dally
be seen loping the doctor's spirited
horse up the back alley from the
stable to the office, with the utter confidence and careless grace of a
When, at last, the injured arm
hilly well again, the daring
was
feats of horsemanship of which the
boy was capable were listened to with
Incredulity by the "good" boys of the
"Vtu Will. Heyt"
village school, who never played
wheeled round, a:id an Instant later, as "hooky" on long summer afternoon,
never bnd a
a
wei.t hurtling through and. In consequence,
the air. he slapped tho bewildered chance or witnessing Tho noy from
face of Hilly with his open hand. Zeeny loping up to the "swlmmln"-hole.- "
a mile trom town, barebacked,
'lam' coward!" he said
Then the man caught him. Bnd drew with nothing but a halter, and hi
him hack, and the crowd closed in fare turned toward the horse's toll.
between thn combatants, following, as In fact, Thn Hoy from Zenny displayed
the hoy with the broken arm was such a versatility of accomplishments,
hurried down atreet to thn doctor's those, too, of a character but faintly
represented in the average boy or the
office, where the door waa immediately
closed on the rabble and alt the mys- country town. that, for all the admiratery within not an utter mystery, tion their possessor evoked, an equal
either, for three or four enterprising envy wa aroused la many a youthful
and sagacious boys slipped off front j breast.
!
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the crowd that thronged In front, and
climbing by a roundabout way and
over a high board fence Into the back
yard, secretly posted themselves at
tho blinded window in the rear of the
office and breath-Insallittle
awaited news rrom within.
"They got him laid on the settee,"
whispered a venturous boy who had
leaned a board against the window-sil- l
and climbed Into a position commanding the enviable advantage of a
broken window pane. "I kin see him
through a hole In the curtain.
Keep
still!
"They got bis coat off, and his
Hlonve rolled up," whispered the boy,
in continuation
"and the doctor's
a glvln' him some medicine In a tum
bler. Now he's
his arm.
I kin hear the bones

milk-face-

e

i

Daring Feats of Horsemanship.

"Diig-gonn-

mla-hn-

i

buggy-sm.k-

Hoy from Zeeny had mysteriously disappeared, and the rumor rapidly developed Into an unquestionable fact,
there was a universal sent of regret In the little town, which In turn
resolved Itself Into positive Indignation when it was learned from the
doctor tliat an explanation, printed In
red keel on the back of a fragment of
circus poster, had been found folded and tucked away In the buckle-straof his horse's bridle. The somewhat remarkable communication, in
sprawling capitals, ran thus:
"Paps got me agin. I haf to go.
Dam him. Doc tel her to keep my
boocks. Good by. I red ole Charly. I
fed him otes and ha an corn. He
wont need no more fer a weak. An
brand to. Doc tel her good by."
It was a curious bit of composition
uncouth, assuredly,
and marred,
maybe, with an unpardonable profanitybut It served. In the silence
and gloom of the old stable, the doctor's fingers trembled as he read, and
the good wife's eyes, peering anxiously above his heaving shoulder, filled
and overflowed with tears.
I wish that It were In the veracious
sequence of this simple history to give
this wayward boy back to the hearts
that loved him, and that still In memory enshrine him with affectionate regard; but the haplesB lad the little
ragged
that wandered
out of nowhere Into town, and wandered Into nowhere out again never
returned. Yet we who knew him In
those old days we who were children
with him, and. In spite of boyish Jealousy and petty bickerings, admired
the gallant spirit or the lad are continually meotlng with reminders or
him; the last instance or which, In
my own experience, I cannot refrain
from offering here:
For years I have been a wanderer
from the dear old town of my nativity,
but through all my wanderings a gracious fate has always kept me somewhere In Its pleasant neighborhood,
and, In consequence, I often pay brief
visits to the scenes of my
boyhood. It was during such a
visit, but a few short years ago, that
remembrance
of my lost youth were
moBt forcibly recalled by the progress
of the county fair, which Institution I
was permitted to attend through the
kindness of an old chum who drove
me over In his buggy.
Although It was not the dny for racing, we found the trnck surrounded by
a dense crowd of clamorous snd applauding pnople.
"Whut doe It mean?" I asked my
friend, a hn guided his horse In and
out among the trees toward the edge
of the Inclosure.
"It's Professor Andrus. I suspect,"
hn answered, rising In the buggy as
he spoke, and peering eagerly above
the head or the surging multitude.
"And who's Professor Andrus?" I
asked, striking a match against the
tire of the now stationary
and lighting the stump or my
clgnr.
"Why, haven't you heard or the famous professor?" hn answered, laughinglyimmediately adding in a seri-otone: "Professor Andrus Is the
who has been
famous 'horse-tamedriving the country absolutely wild
hern for two or three days. Stand up
here where you can see!" he went on.
excitedly.
"Yonder be comes!
Isn't that
splendid?"
And It was.
Across the sea of heads, and facing
toward us down the track, I caught

d

"The boys in this town's down on
,
you?" said a
freckled
boy, one day, to The Hoy from Zeeny.
The noy rrom Zeeny waa sitting in
the alley window or the hayloft of the
boy
doctor's stable, and the cross-eyehad paused below, and, with hlB
looking eyes upturned, stood
waiting the effect of this Intelligence.
"What do I care for the boys In
this town?" said The noy from Zeeny.
"The boys In this town," repeated
boy, with a slow, protho cross-eyephetic flourish or his head "the boys
In this town says 'cause you come
from Zeeny and blncked Hilly
eye, 'at you think you're goln'
to run things round here!
And you'll
find out you ain't the boast o' this
boy shook
town!" and the cross-eyehis head again with dire foreboding.
"iooky here, rocky!" said The Hoy
from Zeeny, trying to focus a direct
gaze on the boy's delusive eyes, "w'y
don't you talk straight out from the
shoulder? I reckon 'the boys In this
town,' as you culls 'em, didn't send
you round here to tell me what they
was goln' to do! Hut ef you wnnt to
Inke It up fer 'em, and got any sand
to back you, Jest say It, and I'll come
down there and knock them durn
twisted eye o' yourn straight ag'ln!"
"Ves. you will!" muttered the crosseyed boy, with dubious articulation,
glancing uneasily up the alloy.
"What?" growled The noy from
Zeeny, thrusting one dangling leg farther out tho window, supporting his
weight by thn palms or his hand, and
poised as though about to spring
"whnt 'Id you say?"
"Didn't say nothln'." suld thn crosseyed boy, feebly; and then, as a sudsmite
den and most bewildering
lighted up his defective eyes, ho exclaimed: "Oh, I tell you what's le's
do!
U''s me and you git up a show
in your stable, and don't let none o'
the other boys be In it! I kin turn a
hnudHiirlng like you, and purt' nigh
walk on my hands; and you kin p'form
on the slack-ropand spraddle out
llko the
man' and hold
a pitchfork on ynr chin and stand up
on a horsn 'Ithout
and and
And as the crossOh! nvnr'thlng!"
eyed boy breathlessly concluded this
list of strong attractions, he had The
Hoy from Zeeny so thoroughly Inocu-l- a
ted with the enterprise that he
warmly closed with the proposition,
and the preparations and the practice
ror thn show were at once inaugurated.
Three hour Inter, an extremely
cross-eyeboy, with the rreckles or
his face thrown Into vivid relief by
an Intense pallor, rushed pantlngly
Into thn doctor's office with the fateful
intelligence that The Hoy from Zeeny
had "fell and broke his arm ag'ln."
And this time, as It seemed, the help- less boy had surpassed the
ness of all former fractures, this last
being of a compound nature, and very
painful In the setting, and tedious in
recovery; the recovery, too, being
anything but perfect, since It left the
movement or tho elbow somewhat restricted, nnd threw the little fellow's
arm into an unnatural position, with
the pnlm or the hand turned forward
as hn walked. Hut ror all that, the
use or It was, to all appearances, little
Impaired.
,
Doubtless It was through such Interlude rrom rough ervlce as these
sccldents afforded that The Hoy from
Zeeny had acquired the meager education he possessed.
The doctor's
wlfo, who had from tho first been kind
to him, grew to like him very much.
Through her gentle and considerate
Interest he was stimulated to study
by the occasional present of a simple
volume. Oftentimes the good woman
would devote an hour to his Instruction In the mysteries of the book's
orthography and rhetoric.
Nor was The noy from Zeeny a dull
pupil, nor was he an ungrateful one.
lie was quick to learn, and never
prouder than when a mastered lesson
gained for him the approbation of his
patient Instructor.
The history of The Hoy rium Zeeny.
such ns had been gathered by the doctor and his wife, was corroborative In
outline with the brief hint of It
to the curious listeners at
the rear window of the doctor's offlre
on the memorable day of the bey's
first appearance in the town. He
was without family, save a harsh, unfeeling rather, who. from every eviand
dence, must have neglected
abused the child most shamefully, the
circumstantial proof of this fact being evidenced In the boy's frank acknowledgment that he had repeatedly "run away" from him. and his still
firm resolve to keep his name a secret, lest he might thereby be traced
to his present security and fall once
i
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The warning evidently came too
late. There was an Instant's breathless silence, then a faraway,
clash, then utter havoc In
the crowd: The ropes about the ring
were broken over, and a tumultuous
tide of people poured across the ring,
myself borne on the very foremost
wave.
"Jest the buggy smashed, tbat'e
all!" cried a voice. "The hosses
hain't hurt ner tho man."
Tho man referred to was the professor. I caught a glimpse of him as
he rose from the grassy bank where
he had been flung. He was very pale,
but calm. An uncouth man brought
hl;n his silk hat from where It had
rolled In the dust.
"Wish you'd Just take this handkerchief and brush It off," said the professor; "1 guess I've broke ray arm."
It was The Hoy from Zeeny.
Few Drink Enough Water.
It ia surprising how many people
There Is
drink little or no water.
no greater purifying agent than plenty of water internally. An abundance
or It not only flushes the entire system, but Improves the action of the
skin, hence the complexion.
be taken that the water drunk
la free from germa. If there U any
doubt, boll It. Do not confine yourself
exclusively to either cold or hot water,
and do not take either at extreme temperatures. Juicy fruits are excellent
In addition, as they help to thin the
blood and stimulate the liver.
Care-shoul-

Profit In Truth.
When Illicit distilling was common
In Ireland there was an old man whowent about repuirlng
whisky pots.
The gauger met hi in one day and
asked him what be would take to inform him (the gauger) where he had
repaired the last whiBky pot
"Och," said the old man; "I II Just
take bulf a crown."
"Done!" retorted the gauger. "Here
la your money, but bo careful to tell
me the truth."
"Och, fll tell you no He, sir. I Just
mended the last whiBky pot where the
hole waa."
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of a glossy span of horses that
In their perfect beauty of symmetry,
high beads and tossing manes looked
as though they were just prancing
out of some Arabian dream. The animals seemed nude of rein or harness,
save only a jeweled strap that crossed
the breast of each, together with a
slender trace at either side connecting with
little phaeton whose
glittering wheels slivered the sunshine
Into splinters as they spun. Upon the
narrow seat of the airy vehicle sat
No lines were wound-abouthe driver.
his hands no shout or lash to
goad the horses to their telling speed.
They were simply directed and controlled by the graceful motions of a
long and slender whip which waved
slowly to and fro above their heads.
The great crowd cheered the master
aa be came. He arose deliberately,
took off his hat, and bowed. The applause was deafening. Still standing,
be whizzed past us and was gone, nut
something In the manner of the handsome fellow struck me with a strange
sense of familiarity. Was It the utter
disregard or fear that I saw on hie
face? Was It the keenness or the eye
of the
and the perfect
man? Or was It was It the peculiar
way In which the right arm had
dropped to his side after bis salute to
us while curving past us, and did I
fancy, for that reason, that the palm of
his hand turned forward as he stood?
"Clear the track, there!" came a
far voice across the ring. "Don't
Drive
cross there, In God's name!
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"Pape's Diapepsin" cures sick,
.

sour stomachs in five minutes
-T-ime It!

"Really does" put bad stomachs la
order "really does" overcome Indlf e
tlon, dyspepsia, (at, heartburn and
sourness In Ave minutes that Just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the Urgent telling atomach regulator in the
world. If what you eat ferments Into
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate sour, undigested food and
add; head Is dliiy and aches; breath
foul; tongue coated; your lniides filled
with bile and Indigestible waste, remember the moment "Pape's Diapepsin" comes In contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almost marvelous, and
the Joy Is Its harmlessneas.
t
A large
case of Papa's Diapepsin will give you a hundred dollars'
worth of satisfaction.
It's worth Its weight In gold to men
and women who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belongs In your
fifty-cen-

home should alwaya
In case of sick, sour,
during the day or at
quickest, surest and
atomach doctor In the

be kept handy
upset stomach
night It'a the
most harmless
world. Adv.

Only Fair.
"Do I understand you to say," asked
the judge, "that his remarks were acrimonious?"
"No, Judge, your honor, I didn't say
that. I said he Jimt swore at me. I
ain't a goln' to claim that he done
what he didn't do." St. James Ga

sette.
OVERWORK and KIDNEY TROUBLE
Mr.

writes:

James McDanlel, Oakley, Ky.,
"I overworked and strained
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Some Practical Remedies
for Common Cold
By WILLIAM BRADY. M.

D. ducats

Everyone who hag ever
had an acute attack of the
great indoor plugue, coryza,
or "common cold," knows
that an active cuthartio is
great medicine to clear the

(WHAT

$10

DID

FOR TIHS VM1AI1
Paid for Lydla

The Price She
head.
A dose of salts, next to an adequate supply of moving, cold, night
ir in the shape of a draft blowing steadily over the bed, is among the
Which Brought
most essential remedies for acute coryza. It works by depleting the portal
Firemen Have Trouble With
Good Health.
blood vessels and emptying the liver. And since these veins directly com
Danville, Va. "I bare only spent lea
North side firemen are having their troubles with river municate with the veins of the stomach, esophagus, throat and nose, it
PITTSBURGH.
especially
bold
on your mocucine mm
dollars
pests.
are
rats and other such
The rats
follows that engorgement or congestion of the nasal lining is relieved by
and pestiferous about old Allegheny city hall, the engine houses and patrol
did when the doctor
stations. The fire alarm office on the the action of the salts.
was treating me. I
third floor of old Allegheny city ball
Now if it helps an acute congestion of the nasal lining to take
don't stiffer any
has a tribe of rats which the opera- salino
laxative, it also helps a chronic congestion or inflammation, or
bearing; down pains
tors there declare are the boldest roat all now and I sleep
dents they ever bad dealings with. catarrh. And if depleting an engorgement of the liver is good for catarrh,
welL I cannot say
One old rat, the operators say, has preventing the engorgement or congestion of the liver should be even
enough for Lydla E.
a strong liking for soap and carries better for the chronic
Pinkhara's Vegetanasal trouble.
off every cake of that necessary
ble Compound and
To
prevent
amount
liver
of
reduce
must
of
the
congestion
the
you
in
article for cleanliness that is left
Liver Pill as the
the bathroom.
protein food you are consuming, cut down on meat particularly, but on
done to mnca
have
"We have set all sorts of traps
fnr mL I am enloy- other
nasal
well.
foods
with
as
individual
The
chronic
hearty
for that rat." said Operator Heer,
fag good health now and owe it all t
"and left the moat tempting of trouble can do nothing better for his "catarrh" than to adopt the fruit your
g
remedies. I use pieaau
poisoned baits for him but he actually laughs at our attempts to catch or breakfast plan with a more or lesa rigid vegetarianism for his other meals.
neighbors about
and
my
friends
poison him. Plnkerton, who has the night turn here, says the rats gambol
Mattii Haixt, 601
It goes without saying that alcohol in any form muBt be interdicted them."-M- rs.
all around htm nightly. He says an old rat brought her whole litter of
Street, Danville, Va,
young Into the operating room last night and put the litter through a regular before a chronic catarrhal trouble in the head can possibly be cured. Like
No woman suffering from any form
gymnastic turn."
wise tobacco. These narcotics are contributing causes of chronic infiamma
of female troubles should lose hope unThe firemen at No. 43 engine house say they can't keep an egg overnight
cannot be obtained while their til she has given Lydla E. Pinkham'a
there because of the raids of the rats. The firemen say the rats carry tion of the muscles and permanent relief
Vegetable Compound a fair trial
is
use
continued.
the eggs off to their nests without breaking tbem. They kept watch over a
This famous remedy, the medicinal
basket of eggs set on a high shelf one night and saw an old gray rodent
Overeating is very obviously one of the chief predisposing factors of
of which are derived
Ingredients
steal an egg from the basket, carry the egg to the edge of the shelf In Its chronic
"catarrh" of the head. Stuffing and snuffing are simply cause from native roots and herbs, has for
front legs, then drop on Its back to the floor In auch a manner aa not to
forty years proved to be a most valuabreak the egg, and scamper away on three legs to Its hole, deftly holding Its and effect.
le
ble tonic and Invlgorator of the
plunder with one front paw.
Women everywhere
organism.
One night recently when the firemen of No. 46 engine company reached
bear willing testimony to the wonderful
the Hack residence fire In Sherman avenue they found they could get no
Why the dime? There virtue of Lydla E. Pinkham'a Vegetawater through one of the nozzles, although there was nothing wrong with
never was so absurd a pi we ble Compound.
hose they found a
nozzle from
water supply. Unscrewing
--
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"Varmints"

Pittsburgh

full-blood- ed

""-In-

the

the

the

huge river crab In the nozzle.
Operator Heer had an experience with a denizen of the North side water
supply that gave him quite a fright. He was taking a bath In the fire alarm
bathroom. When he was completing his bath a leech, four Inches in length
and hungry looking, came wiggling through the water at him. Heer gave
a yell and leaped from the tub as though a tarantula were after him.
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St.

"Tipperary"

Dime Is Irritating
Piece of Currency

If you have the slightest doubt
of currency. It serves no
Lydla E. Pinkham'a Vegetauseful purpose in our mone that
ble Compound will help you, write)
tary scheme. It is small and to Lydla E.PinkhamMedlclneCo.
By F. ELLIOTT. D Mob Iowa
easily lost. It has a hnliit of (confidential) Lynn, Mbsh., for adYour letter will be opened,
concealing itself in the most vice.
rend and antwered by a woman
awkward places, such as crevices in one's pocket, in the bowl of one's and held In strict oonildence.
pipe, between leaves of paper and everywhere except where it ought to be,
When lost, it is so small as to bo recovered with difficulty and seldom,
indeed, recovered at all. The fact of losing one, like losing anything else,
is a prolific source of worry and annoyance, costing in wasted time and la Crowing Smaller Every Day.
energy far more than tho value of the coin.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS are
The
Besides, tho coin in itself is stupid and objectionable.
they
smirk of tho goddess of liberty upon all of our fractional silver responsible
not only give relief
Bhudow
permaof
is rather rasping, but when the lady is reduced to a mero
they
r
aiwri a" I
nentlycureUi
herself so to speak os is the miniature upon the dime, she goads beyond stipatiom.
Mil
I
I all rikkSi
lions use. 1k Jr ail 1
endurance.
ill
them for
Now, the nickel especially thodo that display the nolile "buffalo" Bilieninelt.
contemplating his native plains is a virile, upstanding coin, a credit to Indifotioa, Sick HaaJicka, Sallow Skia.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.
its kind. It lias substance, stability, an honest volume that predisposes
Genuine must bear Signature ,
of
favorably toward it, Tho possession of two nickels gives a feeling
ownership of something worth while, which the irritating little dime
never warrunts.
The dime dates back to the days when men were properly suspicious
LOSSES SURELY PREVENTED
Iv CalWa Blaakta, Pllla. lm- of token currency, of clipped coin and "sliinplastcrs," of unstable money
prlml, frath. rflllahla; prafmad b,
U'mtarn lUjckmrn bacauw ttiay ara.
"three-ce"gold
piece" and
ttet whara athar vaatla.i fall.
of oil sorts, of the late and unlaniented
Writa tot hnoklrt and ttjllmonlila.
,k,a. Blaaklaa rim l.os
dollar," relics of semiburliaric reverence for precious metals and distrust
,kaa. Blatklif f Ilia 4.0
I'M aiar Into'tar. but ruttar! bait
government.
of
Tha aupartoritv of Cilltr pmdurti la diift to nrr II
nf
In vaaatafa aaa aaruaii aaly.
Intllt an Cuttar'a. If unMitalnaMa. order dlrtrL
It is anachronistic, atavistic, impish, inconvenient, absolutely run

Louis Dog Objects
Singing of
myself, which brought on Kidney and
Bladder Disease. My symptoms were
Itncknche and burning
C T. 1X)UIS. When a dog his lived his whole life In Teutonic surroundings,
In the stem of the Madliving on sausage and discipline and trying to keep his place In the sun
O
der, which was sore despite
the passing brewery yachts, it is not esBentiul to his welfare that bis
and had a constant neatly cropped musical ears be ashurting all the time-bro- ken sailed with "Tipperary."
This Is ilsleep, tired feelby the fact that Dick Ooenp-no- r
ing, nervousness, puff- lustrated
of this city, who burst Into the
ed and Bwollen eyes, wrong song at noon In
the presence
shortnessof breath and of his bulldog Stein, was entered at
j. McDanid. ithnumatic pains. I suf St Luke's hospital before lunch time
fered ten montliB. I was treated by a bad elapsed.
physician, but found no relief until I
Although Stein had not been seen
started to use Dodd's Kidney Pills, I barking In front of the bulletin boards
now feci that I ujn permanently cured or growling over any late dope from
by the use of Dodd's Kidney Pills."
the enstern theater of war, it appears
Dodd's Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at that deep in bis soul he has been
your dealer or Dodd's Medicine Co., harboring
the instincts of a dachshund. Mr. Ooeppner, who Is the owner
Buffalo, N, Y. Write for Household
of the Park hotel at Balem, bad no hint of the dog's military leanings and
Hints, also munlc of National Anthem bad always considered him a perfectly harmless and reasonably neutral
(EiikUhIi and (ionium words) and reBoston bull.
cipes for duiuty dishes. All 3 sent
The attack, the revelation, and the quiet ride to the hospital happened
free. Adv.
so qulrkly that Mr, Ooeppner even now Is not sure that the dog has established himself as a faithful and untramnieled supporter of the kaiser. He Is
Circumstances Alter Cases.
of the belief that if Stein is to support the German principle In the future
you
Lawyer The evidence aKalnst
it will tie necessary to wear a suit ot armor while slipping hlra bis meals,
You
Is too strong, too cumulative.
It was Just after twelve o'clock when Mr. Ooeppner, with his feet
have no chance of acquittal.
propped up on a steamer chair on the porch of bis hotel, puffed a cigar
I'm
Client nut I'm not Innocent;
slowly and then In a powerful barytone sang:
unbeuruble.
guilty.
"It's a long way to Tipperary; it's a loug way to
Lawyer Ah, that's different. KnowThe dime should go.
t
ing that, I'll be able to get you free.
Neighbors rushed to his assistance, removed the ctgar from bis wind
pipe and dragged Stein to the back yard.
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Remarkable Case.
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Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle ol
CASTOHIA, a safe and sure remedy foi
Infanta and children, and see that it
Dears the
Signature
In Use For Over 30 Yenra.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoria
The widow of a henpecked man can
look as sad as any.
9

Sprains,Bruises

Stiff Muscles
Sloan's Liniment will save
hours of suffering. For bruise
or sprain it gives instant relief.
It arrests iiuWimationand thus
prevents more serious troubles
developing. No need to rub it
in it acts at once, instantly
relieving the pain, however
severe it may be.
Han's Pml

CharUt Johnum, P. O. Boa I OS, Lot-U- rn'
Station, N. Y., vritft "I sprained
my snkla mikJ dialornUHt my Wt bip by
(alHna out o(
tluni nry window sis
months sjro. 1 wipt on orulchea for four
montlia, trwtn I alartad to Mm torn ol
your Liniment. Recording to jour rltraa-tion- a,
and t moat say that it la halping
1 threw my erutohsa
ma wonderfully.
away.
Only uaed two botilra of your
Liniment and now I am walking quit
well with one cane. 1 navar will ba wiiii-oSloan's Linunant."
AU Doabra, 25c.

Sand four cents in stamps for a
TRIAL BOTTLE

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
Dept. B.

Philadelphia, Pa.

SLOAN'S

imimeiit
Kills
J rJ Pain I
II
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Salt Did Not Make Miss Connelly's Money Grow
Because salt sprinkled on a $2 bill failed to make It grow
11 to great riches, Margaret Connelly, a maid employed In the home ot Mrs.
William Strauss, on East Seventy-fourtstreet, pursued an alleged fortune
teller In Fifth avenue until be was
In Yorkvllle police court
arrested.
Maggie told Magistrate Breen that
the accused, Robert Noble, had prom
Ised marvelous .alchemy In transform'
Ing her S3 bill Into untold wealth by a
magic process.
Maggie said he offered to tell her
fortune for 60 cents, and then asked
her If she wished to be wealthy.
Maggie did. and the man then asked
her for a $10 bill.
The maid related that, after she
told him she nad only a $S bill, the "fortune teller" graciously took it, put It
in an envelope and called for a salt cellar. He sprinkled the bill liberally
with the salt and then handing the shaker to Maggie, ordered her to shut
her eyes and shake salt on her money, while he solemnly intoned, "Abracadabra booblsslmus fondoo.'
Having completed this magic formula, he ordered the maid to open her
eyes while he was sealing the envelope. He handed It to her and she could
feel the crackling paper and the acratchy salt Inside. The fortune teller
told her to put the envelope under her pillow that night, and when she
opened it In the morning she would find that she was wealthy.
Well, she was wealthy, In experience, for the envelope, on examination
the next day, was found to contain tissue paper and starch grains, the fortune teller having switched the envelopes while Maggie's eyes were shut.
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Baltimore's Police Dogs Busy Catching Thieves
the lead of the great cities of Europe, Baltimore
BALTIMORE. Following
dogs to its police force They are two In number, tawny
Airedales, not especially beautiful, but well trained and, as hey already
have demonstrated, competent guar
dians of the peace.
Hilly and Rover, as they are

named, have been assigned to outlying posts and travel beat with uniformed men. They "sleuth" up dark
alleys and n the shr .Vbery and have
been taught to eat only food given
tbem at the police station In order
to prevent their being poisoned.
They live at the homes of the patrolmen with whom they work, and have
passes on the street cars. Just like
their human colleagues. The dogs were imported from England and cost
including transportation, $182. They were trained by Major Richardsou of
London, who trained the police dogs of Great Britain, Paris and Berlin.
These logs search out the underbrush, and do a turn around all or the
It
bouses that are in the suburban section in search for night marauders.
any are found, or anything arouses their suspicion, they Immediately attract
the attention of the policemen with whom they ere working, and a further
Investigation is made. One of the principal tricks to which they have been
trained Is the chasing and capture ot persons running from the police. When
a prisoner begins to run, the policeman turns the dog loose with a "Go get
dim," and the dog darts in and out between the legs of the ruaner and
throws him to the ground. Then he tries to hold the man down until the
peUoeman arrives.

I

"Here's a remarkable account of a
man who returns home after 20 years
and finds his wife married again."
belief
"Those cases are not so remark-

is the general
now has able."
"The remarkable part ia that the
the best opportunity it has
does not allude to the reThere is the narrator
ever had.
turned husband as an Enoch Arden."
chance for American artists
By R. J. McBRIDE, Cincinnati. Okie
such as bos never before exCUTICURA SHAVING
However, will this
isted.
Is
Shaving for 8ensltlve
give permanence and stability to artistic development in America?
Skins. Trial Free.
individual creators in any branch of art must have their public or
Prepare razor. Dip brush In hot
they cannot thrive. No nation without appreciation of art can take high
water and rub It on Cutlcura Soap held
rank artistically and culturally.
in palm of hand. Then make lather
Commenting upon the difference between the Euglish and the French on face and rub In for a moment
in art, Thackeray called attention to the fact that while Kngland had with fingers. Make second lathering
shave. Rub bit of Cutlcura Ointproduced a few great painters, France had produced many, and the French and
ment over shaven parts (and on scalp
painters were better appreciated by their public.
If any dandruff or Itching) and wash
We have infinitely better facilities for the dissemination of worthy all off with Cutlcura Soap and hot
shampooing same time. One
artistic work than had the French of the midnineteenth century. We havo water,
soap for all shaving, shampooing,
Daumier,
cartoonists and painters of higher attainments than Philipon or
bathing and toilet. It'a velvet for senwhom Thackeray extolled. The trouble with us is that art has been aristsitive skins. No slimy mug. No germs.
"masses" No waste of time or money. Free
ocraticfor the dilettante and the wealthy while tho
sample each If you wish.
Address
have had little of it. We have fine galleries and institutes, where the postcard, "Cutlcura, Dept. XT, Bospublic is admitted free, it is true, but these are not enough.
ton." Sold everywhere.
Adv.
M'e must make our popular pictures, sculptures and music better,
German school children are taught
and through such means weun tho people from the meretricious in art. to swim by going tltrough the motions
When we have succeeded in doing this we shall become a really artistic without entering the water.
nation, and not before.

American Art and
Some of Its Needs

that American art

While reading some lectures recently I came across
Distribution of a striking assertion on "The
Kvolutio'n of tho Tramp."
Happiness on
It was this: "The American
By Joel B. CaiUoo, Brooklyn, N. Y.
tramp came in the same day
that tho American million
aire was born." It reminded me of what I saw in New York city. Nowhere clso can you see such splendor, such finely dressed people, or such
magnificent private buildings, and nowhere else can you see such squulor,
over
people, or such dirty, offensive-smellinsuch wretched-lookin- g
crowded living places.
New York is the city in which the rich society people of America
meet, and it is the city iu which the bread line meets every night on

Equal

Earth

Uric Acid in Your Food
Even dogs can eat too much meat
Certainly, many people "dig their gravel
with their teeth " Few get enough
exercise to Justify a meitt diet, for
meat brings uric acid. The kidneys
try hard to get rid of that poison, but
often a backache, or some other slight
symptom will show that tha kidneys
remedy,
need help. Tha time-trie- d
then, ia Doan's Kidney Pills

A Colorado
Prl

in the past, where some enjoved
Everywhere today and even-whera corresponding number were
least
at
luxuries,
and
enormous privileges
in misery.
Only in places where there is nono excessively rich is there none
extremely poor.
Let us hope and work for a day when there will be no rich and poor,
but wbeu wc will have equality of happiness ou earth.
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BUY A TALKING MAGHINE NOW I
The talking machine is
never tired, and never for-

We will sell you one on
easy terms part down and
a little each month. You
can make the payments as
small as a dollar a week
or fiVe dollars a month if

-

-

gets how to play. All you
have to do is to wind it' up

and let her go, and it will
sing or play anything that
you want it to.
All prices, from $15.00
up, and double disc records
from 65 cents up.
Come in and let us demonstrate them for you.

you want to.
Come in and let us play

your favorite selection for
you. Most everyone has
some piece that they are
particularly fond of, and
when you hear it on the
Victrola or Grafanola, you
will hear the very best.

COMPANY

SOUTHWESTERN. DRUG
?OXCtCiL Stora
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Local and Personal
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NEW MEXICO
-

Mrs. C. W. Lambert, who has
Miss Addie Chen worth has
confined to her home for
stenog
been
Doaition
as
her
reiicned
was
in
Melrose,
man
of
ness
past
six weeks, on account
the
the city on business Wednesday. rapher at the Clovis National
illness,
is again able to be
of
will
W.
Mrs.
J. Stewart
Bank.

J. E.

a prominent busi

Love,

P. Roberts and chil
.

Angelloz. the photographer
left a baby boy Sunday.

and

Dressmaking and Millinery
1111-South Main St -- Miss
Lucy Turner.
W. P. Curtis, of Taf t, was in
the city Monday. Until recently, he resided on his farm near
2

Texico.
H. A. Olive, of Quannah, Texas, was in Clovis the first of the
week, looking about for an in-

vestment.
High grade gasolene and coal
oil. -- Barry Hardware Co.
Prof. C. E. Cary, of Melrose,
was in the city visiting some of
his most intimate friends, Sunday.
Tom J. Clary has resigned as

Captain of "Co K"' for the
reason
that his business requires his entire attention.
W. II. Land, of Fort Sumner,
was a business visitor in the city
Thursday. Mr. Land says all is
quiet at the river berg.
2 room house, without lot for
6ale- .- See Curren Agency.
J. E. Pardue, of the law firm
of Reese and Pardue was in
Fort Sumner on business the
first of the week.
Harrj y V. Stonehlll has pur
chased a new "Dodee" car. It
is considered one of the hand
somest and best cars, for the
money, on the market.
G. W. Hyde, of Pleasant Hill,
and Mr. Van Dorn, of Mound
School house, were in the city
after supplies Tuesday. Mr.
Hyde informs the News that
Sunday March 28 will be missionary day at Pleasant Hill
School house.

by

out

Miss Bernice Fry, a member
A residence robbery is what we of this year's Clovis High
developing into a city School Senior Class, went to
of get for
being
on a transcontinental Melrose Monday to substitute
and

few days.

The stork visited the home of

There are several cases
measles and one case of scarlet
line. It is doubtful if half the for a few days for one of the
fever reported by the health people of Clovis lock their doors teachers there who is sick.
officer.
at night
Philip Wolfenbarger, who has
IraGibbs, who owns several
on the sick list from an
been
The Kendall Dry Goods Comvaluable farms northeast of the
in the
of rheumatism
attack
shelvcity, returned from Arkansas pany have had much new
again
out
to
be
able
is
shoulder,
ing, and other inside fixtures
Wednesday.
his
farm
made since their removal and and was in town from
and
Wednesday.
The Clovis Creamery
very
presents
a
new
store
their
Produce Co. have a complete attractive appearance.
A. M. Hovey, publicity agent
line of Garden and Field Seed
for
the Santa Fe, of its PanhanAll the spring styles in the
tf
in bulk, for sale.
New Mexico territory,
and
dle
"Tinnerary" Turbans" and
Clovis Wednesday writwas
in
Two box car tourists were ar
You
other nifty new models.
rested by Santa Fe officer. Tom are invited to call and see them. ing up the country after a trip
country on
to the Slaton-PoDavenport Tuesday. They were
Margarite Jones, at Luik- on Miss
Galveston
the
charged with trespassing
t
art's store.
Company property.
Ivan G. Bridges returned from
Many wagon loads of corn,
Kansas Wednesday and
Wichita
No, 1 "The Guaranty Fund
wheat, maize, kaffir and feter-it- a
position
accepted a position as
is
again
in
Farwell,
has
Bank of
were seen on the streets pharmacist
any
loans,
at the Southwestern.
some
cattle
make
to
this week. The elevator men
size you want if the collaterals bought their first grain here The report of his marriage is,
for the present at least, untrue
good."
Wednesday paying a dollar a
is attributed to the practical
and
A negro woman named Emma bushel for maize in bulk.
joker, Bill Duckworth.
Wilson was arrested Monday for
your
business
2.
"Do
No.
using insulting and offensive
a bank where your depos- Found.
with
Kingrey
Hazel
language to Miss
guaranteed and where
are
its
A pocket book containing paat the Crescent hotel.
you can get money any time
pers
and money. Owner can
The ladies of the Christian you want it We have money
same by proving prophave
church had an apron sale at to loan NOW. -- State Bank of erty
paying for this notice
and
Harvey & Morris' store last Farwell.
Vivian, Phone 408
Miss
Etta
Tuesday. They also sold home
famand
Rings.
Dickman
L.
A.
3
Dr,
made cakes, candy and lunches.
soon for Sumner
ily
leave
will
satisfactory.
The proceeds were
Iowa affar several years resi- Do You Know
DocA new shipment of Ford Cars dence in Clovis where the
That C. V. made quite a hit
practice.
was received by agents Jones tor has enjoyed a nice
with his costume and gained
and Lindley the first of the The change will be made because immensely in favor with the laenterprising of health reasons.
week.
dies of the masquerade Wedreceiving
orders for
agents are
w. A. MeMahan. a grain nesday night.
these cars faster than they are dealer who recently came from
That those two girls with the
able to deliver them.
Dalhart, was in the city the Santa Fe Entertainers carried a
The ladies of the Baptist first of the week looking over bunch of Clovis hearts away
church gave an oyster supper the field for a location for an with them?
Monday and Tuesday in a vacant elevator. He came here intend
The well knqwn engineer who
building on south main street ing to erect one in Clovis, he wears his wife's checked auto
The proceeds go toward the pur says, but does not believe that cap because it looks better than
chase of seats for the bunday tVi huainess at this time will his own ? .
justify the erection of two.
School rrmary department
st

cut-of- f.

l--

These

.

-

-

PHONE 58.

-

to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.
nmmintB
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Mrs. J.
Dr. J. R. Haney went to Mel- dren, of Albuquerque, are visit- accept the position vacated
rose on professional business ing Mrs. J. T. Stalker for a Miss Chenworth.

Wednesday.

-

Railroad Notes.
Mrs. K. 1. Read, wife of con
ductor Read, of the Santa Fe,
died at her home in Carlsbad on
Thursday of last week, after an
illness of three weeks. Funeral
services were held in Carlsbad
Friday and the body was then
bronght to Roswell for inter-mein South Park. When the
train, bearing the body., reach
ed Roswell, there were many
Elks. Lady Maccabees and oth
er friends present in memory of
the deceased and the bereaved
husband. After all passengers
had rotten off of the coach, the
casket was opened and friends
allowed to pass through the car
Then
and view the remains.
the casket was closed and taken to the cemetery where Rev.
Ellis Smith conducted a short
service. The pall bearers were
Elk brothers of the husband: E.
Joe McCain, H.
H. Williams,
F. Duffy, Fred Miller. W. E.
Sloop and Frank McDaniels. A
number of Carlsbad people escorted the body to Roswell and
attended the services at the
grave.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Melton
departed for Belen Wednesday, Mr. Melton having taken a
run out of there as brakem an.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Chambers
left Wednesday for a month's
trip to the Pacific coast They
intend visiting both the San
Diego and San Francisco Expositions while away.
Fireman A. J. Keiner has
to Belen
transferred
been
where he will work as engineer,
the increased business requiring more men there in that
branch of the service.
A. S. Atkinson has been promoted from shop to firing service and has been sent to Belen
to work out of that point
Engineer Wm. Holdinghauser
has been confined in the local
nt

Santa Fe hospital by sickncJ
Engineer R. E. Tracy is en
joying a visit from his father
and mother at Fairfield, Iowa.
Brakeman Tom Cooper made
a hurried trip to Carlsbad the
first of the week to see his new
son.
Fireman M. S. Atkirson and
wife have returned from a visit
to Artesia.
Engineer C. N.. Cunningham
came over from Belen Monday
for treatment at the hospital.
While keying up a main rod
Sunday the engine slipped and
in some manner caught his left
hand crushing his fingers quite
badly, making amputation of
the first finger necessary and
he may possibly lose the second
finger.

It is re ported here that gener
al manager, Fred C. Fox has
taken a leave of absence for
ninety days, during which time
he will, accompanied
by his
wife, visit the San Diego and
San Francisco expositions, going
by boat from New York through
the Panama Canal.
For Fire Insurance in best old
Companies,
See Curren
Agency.
tf.
line
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Pain leaves almost
at it by magic when

you "begin using
the famouWU
remedy for Kheu IK
lism, Lumbago, GJ2.
Sciatica, Neural
and kindred tfoui .
It goes right to tl.a
spot, itops the aches
and pains and makes
life worth living. Get
a bottle of
today. A booklet with
each bottle gives full
direction for use.

Pon t delay Demand
Don't accept anything elM in
Dlaceof it Any drug- fist can supply you. If you live too far
trom a drug store send On Dollar to
Swaoson Rheumatic Cure Co., Newarkv
will fe
Ohio, and a bottle of
ant prepaid.

Made in
Portsmouth
Ohio

Famous
Shoes
for Women

DREW SHOES
American Shoes Lead the
World in Style
For years the Drew Shoes have been the acknowledged
.leaders of America in style, fit and comfort. Drew Shoes for
spring and summer are by far the most beautiful in design, the
most comfortable in fit, and will give the greatest satisfaction
in wear. They are sold by thousands of the best American
merchants. They are worn by millions of American women.
They are made in America's largest factory
Devoted exclusively to the manufacture of women's fine shoes. DREW SHOES
are not merely beautiful 6hoes, they are a constant comfort, becruse they are
made to fit the foot from the first day's wearing. The price brings them within
the reach of every woman's purse.

$2.50

to

$4.00

'

We are Exclusive agents for THE DREW SHOES and the
complete variety is now on display.
Prompt

Mail!

Order By

Attention

Given
All

i

Patrick's Ball.

The St. Patrick's masquerade Ball given by the Woodmen Circle at the Elks' Home
Wednesday was a complete success in every detail and the
ball room was crowded with
masked dancers a well as a

'j

liberal supply of spectators.
The ladies of the Circle overlooked nothing, not even the
admission fee, in making the
dance all that it was calculated to be. Mr. Elder, in a full
dress suit, was given the prize
as the best dressed man dancer
and Mrs. Ambrose, who represented Sis Hopkins, as the best
dressed ladv dancer.
The general opinion was that
W. J. Curren, dressed in a colonial garb, was the best costumed man on the floor and Mrs.
Birdie Day, as the sailor girl,
was the best costumed lady
dancer. Splendid dance music
was furnished by Messra. Chap-an- d
Ramme.

A Correction.
In giving the names of the
officers elect, in the Elks lodge
for the ensuing year, in last
week's issue, we, or rather, the

compositor, omitted the name
of W. H. Duckworrh who was
elected Esfeemed Loyal Knight.
The Clovis lodge of Elks is one
of the most prosperous in the
state and is rapidly increasing
in membership. They expect,
this fall, to be in a position to
efft a $15,000 home on the lots
oilhe corner East of Barry 8
Hardware Store.
The Mandell Clothing and
Dry Goods Company expect to
be ready for business in their
new dry goods department by
the 24th of the month. The
archway between the two Havener buildings has been
and they will have one
of the most conveniently arranged and most inviting stores
in the Southwest

-

com-plet-

A)

We Pay Postage

Mail Orders!
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City Purchases Team.

Clovis Womans' Club.

The city of Clovis has purchased a team of mules, wagon
and harness and intends to put
it in use cleaning up the city
and doing its hauling of various
kinds. This is a good move
anl is generally considered
money well spent.
This is the season of the year
campaign
when a clean-ushould be vigorously waged and
everything possible done to destroy the breeding places of the
deadly house fly.
In several cities of the state,
the Mayor
has proclaimed a
"clean up" day.
The idea is a
good cne and Clovis might follow the example.

The Clovis Woman's Club had
a very enjoyable meeting Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Ashcraft
It was Home
Economics Day. Each member
responded to roll call with a
favorite receipe. Mrs. Carroon
read a very interesting article
on home efficiency by E. E.
Purinton. Mrs. Pattison gave a
splendid talk on "Scientific
Management in the Home."
Mrs. Mason read a helpful paper on "Planning of Meals."

p

.

Eyer-Bar-

ry

Dale Eyer and Miss Lillian
Barry drpve to Farwell, Texas,
last Wednesday in company with
a couple of friends, where they
were quietly married in the new
hotel building by the County
Judge of Palmer County.
Mr. Eyer will leave this week
for his home in Illinois, where
he will remain for a couple of
weeks looking after business
affairs, after which they will
reside iq Clovis.

First Methodist Church.
Mareh 21.
Our Sunday School is growing by leaps and bounds. Let
every member work and let us
see just how large we can
make the Sunday School this
Sunday. One of the attractions
of our Sunday School is the
fine young people's class.
Preaching at 11:00 o'clock by
the pastor.
"The Crucifixion
of Jesus." At the evening
service the subject will be

Methodist Young People
Give Social.
About twenty young people
of the Methodist church, and
their friends enjoyed a very
pleasant evenining Tuesday in
the parlors of the MethodiBt
games were
church. Parlor
played. After an evening full
luncheon waa
of pleasure,
served, consisting of chicken
ham sandwiches, pickand
les, olives, cake and grape juic e
lemonade.
It is needless to say that all
present had a glorious time.

Handed a Lemon
Mrs. E. C. Grisamore received
some lemons from E. W. Reagan formerly of Clovis, but who

now resides in California, that
were the largest ever exhibited
here. One of the lemons weighIt
ed a pound and an ounce.
was as large as grape fruit.
Judge J. P. Noble, Sheriff
Moye. Deputy Thomas and Mar-

shall Sadler went to Farwell
Monday, where they were witnesses in the case of a Mrs. McDonald, formerly of Clovis, who
"Hell."
waa charged with vagrancy, etc.
We give a eordial invitation
result was a hung jury.
The
to all to attend our services and
R. K. McClellan, of Los Anespecially are we anxious for
is here visiting his brother
geles,
visitors and strangers in our
is
a machinist in the back
who
city to come to our church.
shop.
Pastor.
H.
Messer,
J.

!

FOR CASH ONLY!
v

$1.00
16 pounds Jap Rice
$1.65
pounds
Potatoes
100
$1.25
10 pounds Cottolene
15c
1 pound can Salmon
40c
Gallon can Rein Deer Apricots
40c
Gallon can Rein Deer Peaches
40c
Gallon can Rein Deer Plums
25c
3 cans Oysters
25c
3 cans Tomatoes
10c
3 lb can Kraut
10c
3 lb can Hominy
25c
3 cans Peas
b
10c
15c pkg. Pan Cake Flour
$225
25 lb box Peaches
18c
Swift Premium Ham, per lb,
M
27c
Bacon, per lb,
Swift
$1.00
10 lb box Prunes
10c
15c pkg. Oats
Friday we will sell Picnic Sugar Cured Shoulders
12
at pet lb.
l--

Ask about our silverware offer.

2c

It will interest

You can't beat our prices,
quality of goods considered.

the housewives.

...Hiarvey &
THE

Morris.

LEADING MAIN STREET GROCERS" PHONE 25.

3E

PROFESSIONAL

Freak Bill Statesman.

News

The Clovis

Representative

Tharp feels
very bad. He has not been
treated with proper courtesy in
that the measures which he has
LAWYER
introduced have not been passed,
in spite of the fact that some Clovib,
Niw Mixio.
of them are freaks. He wanted
the initiative and referendum,
thinking that it is still a live
thing, in spite of the factr that
in states where
it has been
Clovis, N. M.
tried it has failed and the peo
in all courts
ple are willing to abolish it, Admitted to practice
New Mexico does not care to
gather any wormy chestnuts,
even though they desired by
so distinguished a statesmen as
Attorneys at Law
Mr. Tharp, -- Santa Fe Record.
Offlee in Worley Bldg.
Opposite Postoffie
It is good news to learn that
Rooms 4 and 5.
the $3.00 road tax law has been
New Mexico.
Clovm,
repealed by the legislature.
It usually costs about as
much to collect this tax and de
fray expenses incidental to its
collection as the tax amounts to.
Physician and Surgeon
The chief benefit in eastern
Office in Jackson Bldg,
New Mexico has been to give
Opposite Postoffice
collecting
some fellow a fat job
it on a good per centage basis. Office Phone 231 Residence 2G9
The railroad men who had that
sum deducted from their check,
without a chance to protest
will rejoice over its repeal. The
measure to repeal it was intro
duced by a native legislator.

W. A. Gillenwater

The News Printing Company
Publishers.
DOBt office at
" the
fill tCl
second class
as
M.
N.
Clovis.
of March
act
the
under
matter

3, 1879.

The Curren

THE

FIRST

W. J. CURREN, Mgr.
(U. S. COMMISSIONER)

NATIONAL

T. J. Mabry

Real Estate
Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

BANK

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

OF SUBSCRIPTION

TERMS

$1.00
50c

One Year
Six Months

McClure has been ap- of the members
board of the
review
of the coat
reclamation department . in the
matter of the revaluation of

government projects.
If reports given ua by those
who are coming Irom the eastern
and southern states are true,
this section of New Mexico can
txDcct the largest immigration
in its histcry this summer and
fall.

the reputation
of being the liveliest town in
it is. There
New Mexico-a- nd
are more people coming into this
section of the country now than
at any time lor the past three or
four years.
Clovis now has

Reese & Pardue

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

E. M. Chapman

One thing that Melrose and
Clovis
can be proud of is their
A new publication in
representrtive in the
"Cap-rockSocialist
been called the
Legislature.
He introState
name
We presume its
prohibits
any
bill
duced
a
that
the
in
ascent
its
signifies that
journalistic world will be grad- more $4,000 and $5,000 printing
ual and that its decent will be bills being paid in Curry County
when the same service coald
precipitous.
be
secured for half
that
Melrose-Dairyma- n
u
t.
o
n
a
m
"killweek
The legislature last
ed" a large number of bills on Farmer.
Not Clovis. Not on your life.
notice. Among the numthe News i3 correctly informIf
ber were many introduced by
ed,
and we think w.,? are. Tharp
the Curry ounty representatfor the bill requiring the
voted
ive. That's what we call heart
publication
of the delinquent
of
statesmen's
less annihilation
tax list which made the $5,003
fondest political anticipation.
printing bill possible.
Amar-illoha-

s

."
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Conveyances of all kinds. Land Business a Specialty.
To vqq noiH on d records examined for non resident
Notary Public in Office.
owners

of
Clovis,
New Mexico

ji j ji j jijiji jiji j j j j
3

S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

tice.

President

Union MortiH.ee Co.

Government
Depository

See the Curren Agency in
the Antler Hotel building for
Fire Insurance. They are representing some of the largest
and best companies.

for
Postal
Savings

Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.
Olfice.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

"Two Fairs
for One Fare"

Is

Our officers will be pleated
to advise with you regarding any investment matters
and to explain any banking
rules and customs with
which you are unfamiliar.

Physician & Surgeon

Account the two California Expositions
now have on sale daily Round Trip tickets to
including a Free side ride from Los Angeles
and return, allowing liberal stop overs, at the
of $43.30 from Clovis. Limit for return three

the Santa Fe
San Francisco
to San Diego
very low rate

months.

L. R. CONARTY,

Make The
First National
Bank
Your Bank

wife
Both husband and
People over the country are Office Phons 146. Res Phone 326
should endeavor to make the
getting land hungry and are
home life as pleasant for each turning their eyes toward New
other as possible. Man loves Mexico, which at the present
congenial surroundings. If he time, undoubtedly offer3
the
is unable to find them at home, best inducements to homeseek-ers- .
DENTIST
he will almost invariably go
Office
Opposite P. O.
There is no section of the
where he can find them.
Phone 89.
Country that offers better opporChecking accounts are inMexNew
CLOVIS,
tunities than eastern
NEW MEX.
vited in any amounts and
If Clovis had a dozen more ico, Eyery day brings dozens
safety is afforded
absolute
such boosters such as Chas. E. of homeseekers to Clovis and
dollur.
every
Dennis, president of the the those who do not find land to
Chamber of Commerce, this enter are purchasing tracts if
Physician & Surgeon
tfcwn would make them all take the $5.00 an acre land on which
Special
He
wire"
is
"live
the
notice.
attention to diseases of
the fcrop grown for the first year
Tharp tried to breathe life in
when it comes to building up the will more than pay for the land. the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
town and country and our prog- The time is not far distant when
the chestnutty proposition of
Ot? llMrt Pk.rvujr
ress in the pant few years, is due this land will be selling for sev
the initiative and referendum
OfllM Pkoa. MS. RmMwm Mmm 1
in the legislature by
recently
largely to his untiring efforts.
eral times its present value and Clovis,
- New Mex,
introducing a resolution to subthose who come first and take
belove
feast
There was no
mit an amendment to the conadvantage of the low prices will

R. R. DUNCAN

If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a soecialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land

uijijijijijijijijijijijijijijjJ

D. L. Connell, M. D.
OFFICE IN ELKS HOME

at once!

The

Dr. J. R. Haney

Office Opposite PostoCice

Arthur E. Curren
LAND LAWYER

See us

U. S.

d

The success of your flower
garden depends largely on the
appetite o f your neighbors'
chickens.

J J

Money! Money!?
We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no-

S, A. JONES,

Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
Clovis,
New Mexico.

Physician & Surgeon

1
Agency

Agent.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First Class Work.
112

2

South Main St.

Hot and Cold Ruths
Clovis, New Mexico.

.

s

LEE HAZELWOOD

DR. A. L. DILLON

tween the majority and the mi- reap the reward.
nority members o f the New
Mexico legislature at the time of
their adjournment. For a time
the senate had two presiding
officers ami the minority members which included our representative in that body, walked
out and left 'h; balance to
wl en they got ready.

D. D.

Swearingin

of Mi. Arm of tin. Vnmlr A Swwufoita
of RoiwU

BETTER

will be in Clovis from the 10th
to 20th of each month treating

..DENTISTTY..

diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.

n

DR. II. R. GIBSON

Harvey B.
FtrgusMii, has accepted a poto
sition as pi irate secretary
Secretary of State. William JenEvidently Mr.
nings Brjun.
Fergusson was fixing up his own
political fences while in Washington. He assumed his duties
with Bryan immediately after
his term had expired in congress.
Our new rt rescntative to congress now is Dun. Benigno C.
Ilernandt v..
Five L
the Oovt

.

woe passed over
.' 'u by the state

fi

v--

legislator.
invest it;,:

the Fna
ets, f":i
out or; ti,

r
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i

il

the
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set. ' bis polieve
Mew Mexico.
litical ca
democra's
Some oft
it
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of the state
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his attitude a.' a
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Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

Plate Mich

that Fit.

5
1

i
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PL ATE SS:

Crid ge work a Specialty

DR. CHAPMAN
Over First National Lark.

1--
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Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

R

Walker's Market

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
WE DO TIIK A. T.

SANITARY

G

Meats and

-

-

-

& S. K.

HOSPITAL WORK

ALL THAT TIIK NAME IMPLIES

V. STEED

Undertaker

&

Kmbalmcr
Manager Clovis Cemetery

J. Mabry returned Sunday, after an absence of sixty
Tom.

days in the Senate, whore he
represented Curry County in the
Produce
upper house of the biate legisla- Phone 12?. ture.

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop

for all kinds of
123.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

2

A. Dickman,

Phone

PLOWING!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.
TOiVl REAGAN.

....

mmtfyp

.

.

PLOWING!

stitution. It was a futile effort
as the effect of a trial of this
freak legislation in other states,
where it was thoroughly tried
and the
out, demonstrated,
majority of the people were
willing to have it abolished. If
he had introduced the recall,
many people in Curry County
These
would have said Amen.
three are sometime linked together, but the recall has no
connection with the other two
and would have been a popular measure here.

Thursday, March 25, is FarmNorth Main Street
ers and Stockgrowers day in
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
Clovis, and every farmer and
New Mexico. stockman in Curry county that
Clovis,
can do so, are expected here on
that date. Special arrangements are being made to enter
L.
m. d. tain and accomodate these teop!e
...Physician & Surgeon... and it will be sort of a spring
reunion. Good speakers from
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
the Santa Fa agricultural deOffice phone
Res. 21 9.
partment and the State Agricul...I ALSO FIT GLASSES... tural school will be here on that
Clovis,
New Mex. date to address those assembled.
Office 103

Residence Phone 321

Down Town Phone 123

PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
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Osteopath

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

;

Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

38.
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DIRECTORY OF RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS CONCERNS
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Ogg & Boss Cafe

TAYLOR

Ogg & Bot

Boot and Shoe Maker
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Fine Repairing a Specialty

Try us once Then always.

X

Deeded Lands,
Insurance,
Rentals, Real Estate, Etc

W. H. Simpson

M HOOK

Opposite Harvey

FOR

Phone

& Morris.

(Successors to Downing Agency)
in Antlers Hotel Bldg.

56.
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sundries, etc.
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Tailored to Fit

.v

and Fit to Wear.

Smith

Gurley

&

Sold on Easy Payments

Magic City

TAILORS

Cleaning,

Pressing,

fj. B.

BIG BARGAINS AT
"TUB JIIQ STOKE"

Furniture

Repairing

BILLS' 111 Do You Want a

GROCERYj

"You'll He Pleased"

tine nrure- Ci w J
1

Store

me iugni i iivc
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Store
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Pictures of friends brighten up
any home, and preserve the
memory and image of dear ones
for all time.

Home?
WE SELL

Lumber, Lime, Cement
All Building Material
Phone 23.
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EE-

ROBINSON

Houston- - Hart
Lumber Co.

Phone 118.
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Fhone 258
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Home
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KEMP LUMBER

for Home and Table

Curren Agency

Fancy Groceries
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WHY PAY MORE?
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The Best of Staple and
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-- SEE THE

"ALWAYS ON TOP"

Watches Cleaned
for $1.00

Specialists in Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing and Altering,
Inspect our "Misfit" Clothing
They will save you money,
Phone 191.

at the counter
for the busy man.

Next to Santa Fe Reading Room
.'

Tailoring. '

Quick service

Reasonable

r

On Top with Fine

Props.

The best the markets offer
on our tables.

Repairing Neatly Done.
Prices

H. BELL & CO.

"The Photographer in Your Horn. Town"
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Great Spring Openings
Grisamore & Osborne,s:

MILLINERY AND LADIES' TOGGERY
Millinery Opening March 20th

Ladies' Toggery

We cordially invite you to come and see our

Our new line of goods has arrived and we have
everything in the new spring styles in Dresses Suits,
Evening Dresses and Neckwear.
Never before have we had such a varied and
popular selection of Ladies Wearing Apparel.

EXCLUSIVE MODELS
Styles for every occasion.
prices are sure to please you.
styles are very attractive and
come and see them whether

Our reasonable

People are judged largely by their
personal appearance these days and it
costs no more to be dressed in new,

T e new spring
we want you to
you buy or not.

stylish,

Our small "Tiperary Turbans" are the leading models for early spring. The large model is

up-to-dat-

perfect fitting

e,

ments than in
antiquated designs.

styles and

out-of-da- te

the "Shepherdess."

gar-

ft--'

Always bear in mind that we have
the "Kabo" Corsets and "Fownes"

Remember the Opening Date, March 20th

Gloves.

Easter is April 4 th

VJXkaro
fto Ira Milf

coast?

MRS. I. B. L. OSBORNE MRS. E.G. QRISAMORE
Officers Salaries
Under the new salary bill
passed by the last legislature,
the officers of Curry County will
receive the following salaries:
Third class counties with an
assessment between $0,500,000
and $8,250,000.
Commissioners,
Treasurer-collecto-

r,

$400.

$2,400,

in-

cluding deputies.
Assessor,
$2,400, including
deputies.
Sheriff, $2,400. with $800 for
deputies.
Cierk, $2,400, including deputies.
Probate judge, $400.
Superintendent o f schools,

Claud Items.
There wan preaching services
at the school house Sunday
morning. Not very many there.
Miss Curtis and Moss Boyd
were Clovis visitors Monday.
Mist Yulan Roberts spent
Saturday night and Sunday with
her parents on the farm.
Hobart Rork was in Clovis
Saturday after a load of lumber

for

C. V.

Kelly-Mis- s

Doshie Jones was quite
ill last week had a tooth pulled
Tuesday breaking her jaw bone.
Dr. Maynard has been called
several times.
Mrs. Roberts called on Mrs.
Marks Sunday afternoon.
$1,500.
Surveyor, $10 a day for each
Mrs. C. V. Kelly and Ada
day actually employed, not to Stahl were, at Clovis Friday
days.
exceed seventy-fiv- e
night
and J. P.
C. H. Westfall
See the Curren Agency for Lutes called at the Rork house
Fire Insurance.
Thursday.
OklaW.
Oday,
Olustee,
of
E.
Last Wednesday night Jay
homa, is a visitor in the city.
Marks' entertained the following
at a dancing party.
Stoneware, Crocks, Churns
Mr.
and Mrs. M. Pipkin. Mrs.
and Jugs. -- Barry Hardware Co.
Jones,
McReynolds,
Misses
W. F. Berrtr, of Wichita, was Marks,
Roberts and Rork.
a Clovis visitor, the first of the Messrs. Pipkin, Jones. Rork,
week.
Marks, Taggart, McReynolds,
McGee and Goodson
Mr. Bailey, of Eastland Coun- Pipkin,
ty, Texas, is here looking over from Clovis. Jay Marks and
Dale Eyer, Misses Lena Singer
the Country.
Berry came over
Mrs. W. B.
McBrayer, of and Lillian
Clovis
about 10 o'clock.
Texico, was in the city shop- from
Creola Marks spent last night
ping Wednesday.
with Mildred Rork.
W. B. Buchanan, af Portales,
Will Pipkin and Mr. Lee were
was in the city on business
visitors Wednesday.
Clovis
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Westfall
Messrs. J. M. Ledbetter and visited their daughter one day
Worth Shipley were in from last week.
their ranch east of Grady Monday.
Kid Speakman, the' former
J. F. Vineyard, of near Texico chef at the Harvey House, who
who has a fine farm in a good located a ranch near Ima, New
state of cultivation, was in the Mexico, has returned and accity on land office business Sat- cepted his old position again.
urday.
Speakman has a splendid locaMr. Wilson, who is associated tion in the breaks where he
with Dr. Scott in the sheep has erected a commodious ranch
business on the Yeso, was in house, developed water and
made other improvements.
town, Tuesday.
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tioil would not permit the Ark of Hie
Covi'iiiint to In Injured or captured:
the victory would be
and that lien.-IN WICKED HANDS bound to come to Israel
Tho people forgot that they bad been
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to. ft.
4: MS
living in violation of their Covenant
A Demorslitso)
A Corrupt Prissthood
with God: and that that Covenant callPeople Attempt to Bring Cod Into ed for punishment upon I hem at the
the War Tho Ark of tha Covenant hand of their enemies. They forgot
that the two priests were thieves ami
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and
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Today
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aa the representative
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In Covenant Relationship With Godf
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the people about as they couple the
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EU and bla family, tho Cause Is under Idvlne direction, and
tragedy related In thla lesson will prosper lies! by the permission of
occurred. In all that time Kll. now a great defeat lo all these system of
ninety eight yeara old. had allowed men, preparing Incidentally for tb
matter to continue In bla aona' hand, tsbllahment of Messiah's Kingdom, aft-- r
notwithstanding
tbelr dishonesty In
the Armageddon of Ihs Bible alia
the things of God. and I heir Immoralbumbled the world and made
bare
ity and pernicious example. We are them ready to accept the new King
not to overestimate the moral ami re- Immanuel and Ilia Kingdom.
ligious conditions of the people during
There was a great alaughter and a
scattering of th Israelite. Eli two
those twenty
yeara, bat we may
aona were alaln. Tbe Ark of God was
assume that the
captured. A swift runner brought tbe
II example of
sad Intelligence to Shllob, where Ell
t b priests, the
Judgo eat upon his high seat In the
aona of EIL bad
gate, fearfully remembering tba twenty-a demoralizing
yea
or prediction of disaster.
According
The runner reported to Ell that tb
to Qod'a Covenant
battle had gone agalnat tbe Israelite,
wltb the nation.
bla two sons were alaln and that
that
Ha waa bound to
of tb Lord had been capturArk
th
punish then
Philistines.
by
ed
tba
A frmih Invasion
When Ell learned that hie precious
Ark ot th
of the Philistines
I treasure,
for which be waa guardian
place. The
of uinne appointIsraelites went out to meet them In bat- iment had boon
tle and were defeated. In tbelr chagrin
taken by the PhlUe
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tions of Euro) today are doing.
man fell over In a
Indeed, the Israelites had more
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broken.
than
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heart
at
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today;
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until death at
for God hud declared that they were
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nevertheIlls special people, ami that tie would
less be Is not wltb
protect them ns long as they would
ont reproof In that
be loyal to Hint. On the other band, I
be neglected to see
Th Dooth ot Bi
the kingdoms of this world have
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that the work en
no such Divine promise, have no
trusted to blin was not Interfered with
ground for such expectations of
own household. His
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loyalty
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"peace at any
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of
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much
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Israel Different From Othsr Nations.
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Parallel.
A Present-DaTb lesson taught to God'a Covenant
Tha Israelites doubtless bad read
people. Israel, the Lord next sent
bow the Ark of the Lord went before
upon tb Philistines, ao that
them In the Wilderness Journey, bow they were glad to return th Ark to
of
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Jordan th people of God. This doe not auIt was In the midst
and
when the people crossed
thorise ua In supposing that peaUlencea,
bow It waa In tha procession that eta, are special punishment
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walla fell. So they determined to bring Israel was in' covenant relationship
the Ark and put It Into the battle. wltb God and under Divine supervision
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STRANGER
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ninety-ei-

E. L. Hatfield, of Cullison.
Kansas, is hre looking over th
1'iuintrv for a location.

foilitwiio; lilt:

"What In the Soul?"
"Creed Siminhliiuu For

"Jesus No LnnKt'i- a Mult."
'Tear, the lluim n( Humanity."
"Mountains Swept Into the Has."

"The KilMenoo of s Hupreme Intelligent Creator Estahllahul."
"Hlble, as a Divine Revelation."
"Kpocha and DlnnenMilons."
"I'urgutory Fire Not Now. but Soon."
"Apostles and Paeudo Apostles."
"Where Are the Dead?"
"Ancient Harden of Eden."
HI rest Parable of Sweep and Ooats."
"Christ I'rui liled and Uylng Thief "
"What Is Baptism'
"Great Pyramid a Dlvtno Oracle."
"Kmpernr Conataiitlrie, Trinity Maker."
"Distress of Natione."
Name

Street

.'.

City and State
t'pon receipt of the above coupon we
will send any one of thru lllble flludlea
PhKK; say Ihrae .if I linn for a cants
istajnpe) or tha :itlr la for 10 eenta.
8KND AT ONCK TO UIMt.K AND TRACT
BOCiKTY, 17 Hicks 81., Brooklyn, N. I.

Campbell opened his
bottling works and ice eream
factory this week, getting ready
for the spring and summer
trade.
G. A.

Accuracy
and
Penetration
linsuak

4

"High Power"

Repeating
Rifle No.425

m

List Price $20.00
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J. Stevenj Arms
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Tool
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Qncopet Fait, UuC

Co.

Clovis Time Card
No. 22
No. 114
No. 21
No. 117

t'

dry-sho-

FICTION.

You Bun M like to unuprKluiiil your llibl
If vuu only knew how lo so about It
Mnl.o ii marl nnu bv hooalna (nun th

Cow-too-

i

THAN

No. 'J38
No. 937
No. 921
No. 933

U-R-NEXT

EAST BOUND
(Chicago Flyer)

Arrive 7:10 A. M.
Leave 7:45 A. U.
Leave 3:10 P. M.

(Kansas City Express)
WEST BOUND
(The Missionary)

Arrive 7:35 A.
Leave 8:00 A.
Arrive 1:10 A.

(From Kansas City)
NORTH BOUND
(From Pecos Valley)
SOUTH BOUND
(Pecos Valley Express)
VIA. LUBBOCK CUT-OF-

(South from East)
(Texas Daily)

Arrive 6:30

M.
M.
M.

A. M.

Leave 8:10 A.

M.

F

Arrive 7:15 A. M.
Leave 7:35 A. M.

Union Barber Shop

R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!
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By Peter Radford.
Lecturer National Farmers' Union.
The recent action of the Interstate
Commerce Commission In crantln an
Increase In freight rates in the eastern
classification of territory; the applica
tion or the roads to state and Inter
State commissions for an InnreaaA In
rates, and the utterances of President
Wilson on the subject bring the farmers of this nation face to face with the
problem of an Increase in freight
rates. It is the policy of the Farmers'
union to meet the Issues affecting the
welfare of the farmers squarely and
we will do so In this Instance.
The transportation facilities of the
united Btates are Inadequate to effectively meet the demands of com
merce and particularly In the South
and West additional railway mileage
Is needed to accommodate the move
ment of farm products. If in the wis.
dom of our Railroad Commissions an
increase In freight rates Is necessary
to bring about an Improvement In our
transportation service, and an extension of our mileage, then an Increase
should be granted, and the farmer is
willing to share such proportion of
the increase as Justly belongs to him,
but we have some suggestions to make
as to the manner In which this increase shall be levied.

pounds Choice Idaho Potatoes
8 pounds Bradley Yam Sweet Spuds
4 pounds Santos Peaberry Coffee
8 pounds Rio Coffee
Large size pail Cottolene
Large bucket Swifts Jewel Compound
Swifts Premium Bacon, by the strip
.
Swifts Premium Hams
15 pounds good Carolina Head Rice
Van Camps Hominy, No. 3 cans
Popular Brand Early June Peas, No. 2
No Point Oyster, No. 1 can, 3 for
Pickles in quart Mason jars
13

voivea.

The farmer Is seldom represented
at rate hearings, as Ijls organizations
have never had the finances to em-

ploy counsel to develop his side of

What Is a Fair RataT
We do not know what constitutes a
basis for rate making and have never
beard of anyone who did claim to
know much about It, but If the pros
perity of the farm is a factor to be
considered and the railroad commission concludes that an Increase In
rates is necesosry, we would prefer
that It come to us through articles of
consumption on their Journey from
the factory to the farm. We would,
for exampio, prefer that the rate on
hogs remain as at present and the
rate on meat bear the Increase, for
any farmer can then avoid the burden
by raising his own meat, and a farmer who will not try to raise his own
meat ought to be penalised. We
think the rate on coal and brick can
much better bear an Increase than
the rate on cotton and flour. We
would prefer that the rate on plows
remain the same, and machinery,
pianoa and such articles as the poorer farmer cannot hope to possess bear
the bvrden of Increase.

greatest thinkers.
You are now attending a congress of
the mental giants In mechanical sci
ence of all agea. They are addressing
you In tongues of Iron and ateel and
In language mute and powerful tell an
eloquent story of the world's progress.
The Inventive geniuses are the moat
valuable farm hands we have and
they perform an enduring service to
mankind. We can all help others for

a

Sugar for $1.00

I

25c
25c
$1.00

Cupid brand Preserves, pint
20c
Mississippi brand Sweet Potatoes, No. 3 cans
.
.
3 for
.
.
25c

$1.00

Beech-nu-

$135

3 for
Victory Apples, No. 3 cans, 3 for Hartlove Tomatoes, No. 2 cans, 3 for
Van Camp's Spagetti, per gallon
.

$1.10
25c
17c
$1.00
10c
l()c
25c
20c

t

brand Pork and Beans, No.
.'
.
.
.

1

Peaches, per gallon
C. F. C. A. Blackberries, per gallon
C. F. C. A. Apricots, per gallon
C. F. C. A. Logan Berries, per gallon
Victory Apples, per gallon
.

cans
25c

FARMER

IE

The increase In rates should be so
Blanks.
arranged that the farmer who lives
at home will bear no part of the bur
Furniture Sale Contracts
den, but let the farmer who boards
other states and countries and proper form Lease Blanks, Chat

ON

SUFFRAGE

The home Is the greatest contribution of women to the world, and the
hearthstone fs her throne. Our social structure Is built around her, and
social rlitoousness Is In ber charge.
Her beautiful life lights the skies ot
hope and ber reflnemont Is the charm
of twentieth century civilisation. Her
graces and her power ore the cumulative products
of generations of
queenly conquest, and her crown of
exalted womanhood la jeweled with
the wiBdom of saintly mothers. She
has been a great factor in the glory
of our country, and her noble achievements abould not be marred or ber
hallowed influence blichted hv tha.
coarser duties of cltiienuhlp. Ameri
can chivalry should never permit her
to bear the burdens of defending and
maintaining government, but should
preserve her unsullied from the allied!
Influences of politics, and protect her
irom the weighty responsibilities ot
the sordid affairs of Ufa that win
crush ber Ideals and lower ber standards. The motherhood of the farm
is our inspiration, she la the guardian
of our domestic welfare and
guide
to a higher life, but dlrectlna- - th. f.
fairs of government la not within woman's SDhere. and nolltleal
would cause ber to neglect the borne,
forget to mend our clothes snd burn
the biscuits.

w
T.

FRY
Mwh

A. B. Austin. Prop.

RADFORD
WOMAN

Spcial prices on Oranges, Choice California's, 15 to 40c a dozen
Some Choice Willow Twig Apples at per box
$1.60
We are Agents for "U WANTA COFFEE" which we guarantee
to be as good Coffee as there is packed. Try it and be convinced

American Lady Flour $3.75

It

i
back of humanity.
They are the most practical men
the world ever produced. Their Inventions have stood the acid test of
utility and efficiency. Like all useful
men, they do not seek publicity, yet
millions of machlnea alng their praise.
from every harvest field on earth and
as many plows turn the soli In mute
applause of their marvelous achieve
ments.

25c
25c
35c
40c
45c
45c
50c
35c

C. F. C. A.

brief period while we live, but

takes a mMer mind to tower Into th.
realm of science and light a torch of
progress that will Illuminate the pathway of civilization for future generations. The men who gave as the
sickle, the binder, the cotton gin and
hundreds of other valuable Inventions
work In every field on earth and will
continue their labors aa long aa time.
Their bright intellects have conquered
death and they will live and serve
mankind on and on forever, without
money and without price. They have
shown us how grand and noble it la
to work for othera; they have also
taught us lessons In economy and eflU
clency, bow to make one hour do the
work of two or more; have lengthened
our
multiplied
lives,
our
opportunities and taken toll off the

Sixteen Pounds to Each Customer.

The freight rates of the nation have
been built up along lines of least resistance.
The merchant, the manu
facturer, the miner, the miller, the
lumberman and the cattleman have
had their trafflo bureaus thoroughly
organized and in many Instances they
have pursued the railroad without
mercy and with the power of organized tonnage they have hammered the
life out of the rates and with unre
strained greed thev have oaten th
vltale out of our transportation system
ana since we have bad railroad commissions, these Interests, with skill
and cunning, are represented at every
neanng in wnicn tnelr business Is

nta

-

-- :-

16 lbs. Cane

1 CM
By Peter Radford
Lecturer National Farmers' Unloa
The farmer get more out of th.
fair than anyone else. The fair to a
city man la an entertainment; to a
farmer It la education. Let us take a
stroll through the fair grounds and
linger a moment at a few of the points
of greatest interest. We will first
visit the mechanical department and
bold communion with the world'a

We believe that you want to save money whenever you can and we
are giving you the opportunity. We guarantee everything we sell to
be satisfactory or your money refunded. A few of the many cash
bargains to be found at our store for the next 14 days, beginning
Saturday, March 13th, ending Saturday, March 27th.

Follow Lines of Least Resistance.

any necessary commodity In commerce, and the rate on acrloulturaJ
products as a whole Is out of pro
portion witn that or the products of
me factory and the mine.
We offer no achedule of ratea. hut
hope the commission will be able to
give me railroad aucn an increase in
rates aa is necessary without levying
a further toll upon the products of
the plow. The Instance seems to pre
sent an opportunity to the Railroad
Commissions to eauallia the
aa
between agricultural and other claaaea
or rreignt without disturbing the ratea
on staple rarm products.

9

You want to Save $ $ $ on Groceries I

Products of Plow and Farmer Who
Lives at Homo 8hould Bo
Exempt From Increase.

the case snd, as a result, the products
or the plow bear an unequal burden
of the freight expense. A glance at
the freight tariffs abundantly proves
mis assertion, .cotton, the leading
agricultural product c the South, already bears the highest freight rate of

I

Don't Read mis :
unless;

FARMERS'
UNION
OFFICIALS
THINK RAILROADS ARC ENTITLED TO MORE. REVENUE.

Rate

"CTl
VOW

RURAL SOCIAL CENTERS

We need social centers where onr
young people can be entertained,
amused and Instructed nnder the direction of cultured, clean anil mm.
petent leadership, where aestbetlo
surroundings stir the love for the
beautiful, where art charges the atmosphere with inspiration and nower.
and Innocent amusements
Instruct
snd brighten their lives.
To hold our young neoDle on th
farm we must make farm nr. more
attractlte as well as the business of
farming more remunerative.
The
school house should be the social unit,
For Sale.
properly equipped for nourishing and
10 high grade and pure bred building character, so that the lives of
our people can properly function
Herefard bulls ranging from 3 around It and become aunnlled with
to 5 years old for sale. Cash or the necessary elements of human
thought and activity.
time.

Telephone 29.
For Sale.

Good teams 4yr old mules.
All broke.
Reasonable terms.
who feeds his stock In foreign lands, tel Mortgages, Mortgage Deeds, Address or see C. M. Boyd,
pay tho price of bis folly.
Clovis, N. M. Star Route
These bulls are in prime
Bills of Sale, Power of Attorney,
breeding
condition. Inquire of
Wright and Finley of Fort
Th. farmers are In need of personal Warranty Deeds, Notes and all
Miss Shaw, came up from Clovis Creamery and Produce Sumner are in the city
leadership. They have political lead- with a
era, but they need local Industrial kinds of legal blanks for ssle at Vaughn last Friday to be initiat- Co. or Will H. Pattison, 3 miles herd of 180 head of hogs
at the
community and educational leader.
ed in the Eastern Star.
the News office.
of Clovis
tf Clovis Feed Store.
6-t-
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LITTLE GUN "GASCARETS"
Of!

"Minenwerfer" in Action Barks
Like Snarling Mongrel.

mi

Description of Deadly Piece of Artillery Used by Kaiser's Troops That
Has Played Considerable Havoe

Mm-
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ACT

sick headache, biliousness,
bad taste or constipation
by morning.

bos.
Get a
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
Paris. In reports on the warfare in snd stomach clean, pure and fresh
the trenches of Flanders reference with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
every few days with
often Is made to a certain supposedly pssssgewsy
new Instrument of destruction which Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
the Germans are using. Lacking an Purgative Waters T
equivalent translation In their own
Stop having a bowel wash day. Let
language, the French and Belgians Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and reghave come to call the weapon by its ulate the stomach, remove the soar
Oerman name, "Minenwerfer."
Many and fermenting food and foul gases,
descriptions of this mora or less mys- take the excess bile from the liver
terious piece of artillery, which bas and carry out of the system all the
played considerable bavoo In the al- constipated waste matter and poisons
lied trenches, bsve appeared In the In tbs bowels.
newspapers, but they bave all difwill make you
A Cascaret
fered In some essential details.
They work
feel great by morning.
A contributor to Le Figaro, Palis,
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
who was in Havre about the middle or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
"
of January, saw one of these
only 10 cents a box from your store.
there In the yard of the Millions of men and women take a
building where the Belgian ministry of
now and then and never
war has Its quarters. The "bomb Cascaret
have Headache, Biliousness, Costed
thrower," ss the weapon might appro- Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
priately be called In English, bad Constipation.
Adv.
been found In a trench formerly occupied by German troops.
One's good opinion of one's self
The writer In the Figaro describes should be maintained In silence.
the weapon as "a hideous little cannon with an ugly look about It." It A simple remedy against roughs and all
Is about 96 centimeters long and hss throat irritation! are iVan'a Mentholated
a caliber of 170 centimeters. Its bar- Cough Drop So at all good Druggist.
rel can be swung horizontally snd ver
The Unreasonable 8ex.
tlcally, for the purpose of taking aim
Knlcker Does your wife make you
Clutches In the rear and on either side
enable the gun to take a firm grip In wear rubbers?
Outlate Going out; but she won't
the soil before It commences to bark,
after the fachlon of a snarling mon- let me wear sneaks coming In.
grel.
The gun Is mounted on a carriage IF BACK HURTS CLEAN
of steel plates resting on wheels, and
KIDNEYS WITH SALTS
the unwieldy little thing weighs about
five hundred kilograms
without the
wheels. The projectile Is Inserted at Drink Lots of Water and Stop Eating
Meat for a While If the Bladder
the muzzle and Is discharged by
Bothers You.
means of an Ignition cap In the
breech. When the aiming device Is
Meat forms uric acid which excites
removed the gun does not look more
formidable than one of the old bronze and overworks the kidneys In their
mortars at the Invalldes, the writer efforts to filter It from the system.
Regular caters of meat muut flUBb the
says.
You must reIt Is not likely that the "bomb kidneys occasionally.
thrower" can project a shell farther lieve them like you relieve your bowthan 600 meters. To be exact. It does els; removing all tbe acids, waste and
not throw the projectile, but simply poison, else you feel a dull misery In
spits It out, so to speak. A bronze the kidney region, sharp pains In the
plaque Indicates that the gun came back or sick headache, dizziness, your
from the Ehrhardt works at Duessel-dor- f stomach sours, tongue Is coated and
and was manufactured in 1913.
when the weather is bad you have
The urine Is
rheumatic twinges.
CHC.R FOR THE WELSH ARMY cloudy, full of sediment; the channels
often get irritated, obliging you to get
during tbe
Will Go to Battle to Sound of Mala up two or three times
night.
of
Brass
a
Chorus Instead
To neutralize these Irritating acids
Band.
and flush off the body's urinous waste
Cardiff. Wales. When the new get about four ounces of Jad Salts
Welsh army of 40,000 takes the field It from any pharmacy; tako a
In a glass of water before
will go to buttle to the sound of a
your kidWelsh male choir, which haa been sub- breakfast for a few days and
stituted In Its regiments for the custo- neys will then act Ann and bladder
disorders disappear. This fumous'salts
mary brass bands. The choral organigrapes and
zation Is known as the "Welsh Army Is made from the acid of
Voice Chorus," and Its members In- lemon juice, combined wltb llthla, and
clude some of the finest singers In has been used for generations to clean
the Welsh valleys, men who have com- and stimulate sluggish kidneys andIs
peted In the famous elstedfodds, or stop bladder Irritation. Jad Salts
Inexpensive; harmless and makes a
minstrelsy festivals.
delightful
effervescent llthlawater
drink which millions of men and
Not His Time to Die.
women take now and then, thus avoidMr. Frank Sctidamore relates an extraordinary Incident which occurred ing serious kidney and bladder disduring the Sudan campaign, when he eases. Adv.
saw an officer, a friend of his, go down
Not a Bad Plan.
apparently shot through the head. "To
"What are you doing to allay th
my surprise," he says, "I met him
suffering In Europe?" asked the self
walking about after the battle, apparently none the worse, save his head conscious philanthropist.
"Nothing," answered the unobtruThen be showed me
was bandaged
how the bullet, striking and deflected sive citizen.
"What!" exclaimed the other, Indlg
by one of the hooks of his helmet
chain, had run right round his fore- nantly. "Have you no heart?"
"Yes, I have a heart, but my means
head, cutting a groove under the skin,
and had then glanced off the helmet are limited and I'm trying to allay suffering at home by paying my debts."
hook at Us other side."
In Allied

U. S.

PLAYGROUNDS

duty perched

on tbe

provement In the national forests,
and the tyro will find the forest officers ever ready to Instruct him In the
necessary camp and wood lore

National Forests to Be Open to WORKS AS AUTO MECHANIC
Pleasure Seekers.
Celebrated Suffragist Hiker Inspired
Hundreds of Permits Already Granted
for Camps and Cottages In the.
Woods Belonging to the
People.

by Ambition to Become
Citizen.
Gen. Rosalie G. Jones, Buffraglst hiker, bean on Monday to earn her
bread as a mechanic In the Chevrolet

Washington. To make the national
forests with their aggregate area of
187,000,000 acres a vust camping and
recreation ground for the people la
one of the ambitions of Henry 8
liraves, chlif forester. Already hundreds of canyons and lake shores are
dotted with camps and cottages built
on sites obtained through permits of
the forest service.
The combined urea of the national
forests equals that of Chile and Is
While
nearly half as big as liermony
most of the forests are In the Pacific
coast and Uocky Mountain suites,
with several million acres In Alaska,
there are acres in various other states
Ail types of American scenery are
.
Included In these forests of the

-s-

y-

4

peo-tle-

The forests embody the Cascades
and Sierras of the Pacific coast, snow
capped peaks in Alaska, rugged wild
flections of the central and northern
Kockies. desert lands In the southwest, the flat lake regions of Minnesota, aemitropical swamps of Florida.
O.arl; highlands, southern Appalachians and North woods of New England.
Special provision Is made by the
forest officials and rangers for enabling pleasure seekers to get the full
s
of
worth of their holiday.
the people In the national forests during the last fiscal year were pleasure
seekers, numbering over 1,500,000 But
they were not a drop In the bucket
compared with the number that could
be taken care of.
Those who do not care to camp and
Kttle down in one spot may travel
from place to place without let or hindrance so long as they observe reasonable caution to prevent fires. Those
who want a particular spot for a camp
ire required to pay a nominal sum for
a permit. This enables the forest officer in charge to keep track of them.
Forest rangers are under special Instructions to assist the tourists and
campers In every reasonable way.
They can always be depended upon to
advise the traveler how best to reach
his destination or to direct him to
places or trips of special attractiveness, to aid him In an emergency, to
procure a physician for him If needed
or to give lilm a neighborly lift
Straight "sight seeing" In the national forests may be had for the taking. At certain of the ranger stations
Interesting collections of plant and
tree specimens are on exhibition. Special attention is paid to poisonous
forage plunts, which are a menace to
the stockman's gruzing cattle or sheep
and to the camper's pack animals.
Many lines of activity are constantly carried on in the national forests,
but they do not In any way Interfere
with their use as a national recreaLumbering does not
tion ground
leave such scars on the mountains as
usually occur where private timber
liinde are being logged The slash and
debris of the logging operation is
cleaned up as the work proceeds, and
later Is burned or otherwise disposed
of. This reduces the tiro hazard, prepares the ground for the reproduction
of a new forest crop and at the same
time makes the area more accessible
and less unsightly.
One of the great recreation attrac-- ,
tlons of the national forests Is hunting and fishing, and numerous camps
are maintained for th'.s purpose. The
flab and game laws of the pailculur
state in which a forest Is located govern the use of the forest for Muse
purposes. Many of the streams, which
are very numerous, are kept storked
by the bureau 01 fisheites
of the rangers Is
The spare
pant In building, wltb other workers,
the trails and other permanent Im
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Miss Rosalie Jones.

repair shop
Automobile company's
here, though not without feav that ber
mother. Mrs. Mary E. Jones. a ardent
antlsurfraglst, would stop the llberU
allowance she has been giving ber
daughter
Mrs. Jones Inherited $1,147,000 from

her husband. Oliver Livingston Jones,

who died on August 8, 1913, and Is

suld to have several other millions.
Although Miss Jones Is at present
learning the mysteries of the carburetor, magneto and other automobile essentials, her ultimate ambition Is to
In this she Is inspired
be a chnufTeur.
by a desire to become
but she has some doubts of getting
maternal approval.
The Chevrolet company furnished
ber the famous yellow suffrage car
from which she spoke throughout New
York last summer. 8he la still living
at the Hotel Brotzell, 3 East Twenty-seventstreet, but does not know how
long Bhe can stay there If Mrs. Jones
tightens the purse strings. Mrs. Jones
lives at the Jones country home In
Cold Spring Harbor, L. 1.
will
'I don't know what mother
v." said Miss Jones last night. "She
may stop my allowance; people do
couiun 1
strange things sometimes.
prevent her; it's ber money. I telephoned her I was going Into the autodidn't explain.
mobile busluess, but
"One has to Bet down anj got under vna know. No. I don't wear over
alls. I wear a big apron, which Is
better than any masculine autre. 1
hope to get a chauffeur's license and
drive a taxlcab In the suffrage parade
when the intendment passes this fall."

MISS ELSIE G. CALDER

GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR

h

1

1

THIS BIBLE IS CENTURY

OLD

Published In Windsor, Vt., and Bears
Marks of Exhaustive Study
by Owners.

VX.

pears
In every bud that blows.

Trenches.

"Mlnen-werfers-

Kuss:an outpost guard U Poland on observation
top of a peasant's cottage.

But who can paint Ilk nature?
Can Imagination boawt
Amid Ita any creation, hues like horsT
Or can it mix them wltb that matoh-It-a- s
aklll
And lima ihem In each other, as ap-

A- I"S.

V

Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxuit
lant snd Rsmovs DandruffReal

8urpriss for

W

You.

i..:ir hair becomes light, wavy, flufabundant and appears as soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young girl's
after a "Dandertne hair cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little
draw it
and carefully
Danderlne
through' your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
tbe balr of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and in Just a few moments you have
doubled tbe beauty of your balr.
Besides beautifying the balr at once,
Danderlne dissolves every particle of
fy,

8AVORY

Thompson.

DISHES.

Cut thin sllcek from cold roast beef;
chop the trimmings and .at, allowing
one tablespoonful f
the chopped mixture for each slice

ion highly with salt
and pepper, herbs
fourth ss
73?SV(
mucn or cracaer
crumbs as meat
Spread this on escb slice, loll and tie.
--

J

)

yj

Dredge with u.lt and pepper and flour,
fry In drippings. Then p it them Into
a stew pan, pour over water and simmer until they are thoroughly hot
Stuffed Onions Parboil large-sizeonions; take out the center, leaving a
cup to hold the Ailing which will be
used. Chop the onion which was
taken from ths center, mix with cold
sausage or bite of bacon, breai crumbs
and seasoning. Fill the onions; pour
around sny nl.'e meat broth or water
and butter and bake until the onions
are tender.
Cream of Splnsch Soup. Press ons
cupful of coo'ted spinach through a
sieve, add one pint of hot wblte
sauce, two cupfuls of broth and seasoning. Pour over the
yolks of two eggs, which have been
beaten, with a cupful of cream.
Cheese Souffle. Cut bread Into One
crumbs and mix with a cupful of milk
which has been heated. Melt a cupful
af grated cheese, beat the yolks of two
pggs and add to the cheese, cool and
fold in the whites of the egg, beaten
stiff.
Butter Individual dishes and
Bake in a
till with the Ingredients.
moderate oven 15 minutes. 8erve very
hot.
This Is another most
Onion Souffle.
appetizing onion dish, lloil eight onions, drop and squeeze out all the
Juice. Add to a pint of white sauce,
made rich by the yolks of two eggs.
Fold In the stiffly beaten whites of
three and put Into a well greased baking dish. Hake until Arm.
d

well-beate-

A ancred burden la this life ye hear,
l.ook on It, lift It, hear It sole mnly.
8tnnl up and wulk beneoth It atend-fanll-

Wahpelon. N. D. E. H. Carter of 111 J I
this city has an old relic of bygone
Miss Elsie Q. Calder, daughter of
days In a Bible published In Wind- Congressman and .Mrs. William M.
Cochsor. Vt.. In 1812. by Merrllleld
Calder of Brooklyn, who recently made
ran at "The Sign of the Bible."
bow to society In New York, is
This book Is one hundred and three ber
ber parents in Washington.
years old. It was the property of a visiting dinner,
luncheon and theater
Feminine Charity,
great uncle of Mr. Carter, who evi- Several
been given tor ber, and
Tbe Man I understand that Miss
dently bad made an exhaustive study parties have
she wss one of the pretty guests at Angular comes of a very old family.
of the Bible as was evidenced by the
Southern Relief Charity ball held
The Maid Well, she certaKily looks
the
and
references
marginal
notea
copious
recently.
It
handwriting
In

titnenu

nil

I

I

111

STRU'
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Better cookies, cake

Full not fnr sorrow, falter not for sin,
nut miwiinl. upward, till the goal ye
win.

and biscuits, too. All
as light, fluffy, tender

JOT THESE DOWN.
Either put them down In the chambers of memory where they may be
easily recalled or on pa- where they may be
P
JgMfyfff referred to In time of
need.
Use fruits for dessert
at least once or twice a
week, preferably on busy
days when time Is limited.
Always follow a heavy dinner of
pork with a fruit or very light dessert.
With clear soups pass bread sticks
or pulled bread.
With cream soup and puree use
croutons, which are squares of bread,
either fried brown or buttered and
browned In the oven
Roast mutton or lamb Is accompanied by mint sauce.
Peas are served
as a vegetable with either.
Boiled mutton Is served with caper
sauce and boiled rice.
Spring lamb Is best with new peas
and potatoes.
Lamb stew Is good served with bora-Inballs or rice croquettes.
Broiled lamb Is served with peas
in some form and either creamed or
baked potatoes.
Roast venlBon, qunll, duck are good
with either currant or spiced Jelly,
boiled tongue with raisin sauce or
accompanied with spinach and toma-matsauce.
Baked sweet potatoes are good with
pork, and apples are always an accompaniment.
Sweet potatoes are good with any
meat, but especially with turkey.
Applo satico Is served with roast
goose, cranberry with turkey and car-raJelly with game.
Boiled ham with spinach, or with
cider sauce.
Beef stew may be served with dumplings and vegetables or w'.tb boiled
onions.
Broiled beefsteak with mushroom,
mashed, baked or escalloped potatoes.
Cauliflower or asparagus Is a good
accompaniment to beefsteak.
Fried chicken with waOles or fritters or with rice.
Roast chicken with rice, or roasted
In milk after browning and add a cupful of corn to the milk.

If

y

and delicious as mother used
to bake. And just as whole
some. For purer Baking l'ow-i- er
than Calumet cannot be had
at ny fric.
Ask jour grocer.
UCUVEO HICHIST AWARDS
JarU'i
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Pianos

-

fWl Victrclas

Mention catalog you are interested in and
we'll seod it free, prepaid, with full information ol our "EASY PAY PLAN." We
prepay freight charges and sell under a
"money back" guarantee.
MUSIC C0.,Dinm,Colo.
THE

Gentle Hint
He Once for all, I demund to know
who Is master of this house?
She You'll be happier If you don't
And out Philadelphia Ledger.
All Boys snd Qlrls
should write to Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.,
1304 Keener Bldg., Chicago, III., for
beautiful "Mother Ooose Jingle Book"
In colors sent free to all readers of
this paper. Adv.

o

Few sermons are as broad ss they
are long, Chicago News.

You won't like heavy
tobaccos after you once

try the plenty mild but
fully satisfying taste of
FATIM A Cigarettes.
They outsell other 15o
cigarettes by millions!
'DUttmatvtf

Itch-

ing and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at flret yes but really new
balr growing all over tbe scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of It,- - surely get a 26 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderlne from any store
and Just try It Adv.

a.
HUT

v

dandruff; cleanses, purifies and Invig-

orates the scalp, forever stopping

.

Expenslvs Wood.
One of the most expensive woods
used regularly In an established Industry In the TJ ul tod States Is boxwood, the favorite material for wood
carving. It has been quoted at four
cents a cubic Inch, and about $1,800
by tbe thousand board feet.
Precious
Sperm-whale-

s

8perm-Whsl-

are the richest prises

of the ocean, yielding spermaoeti from
the cavities In tholr beads. Ivory from
tbetr lower Jaws and rich yellow oil
from their sides.

ImdivUuml"
SotammOk
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The Trey O Hearts
A NorelUad Vanion of the Motion Picture Drmsaa of the Sum Nam
Produced by the UnirarMtl Film Co.

By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
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Oop7rlht, tali, b LemUJoaapb Vaeet
try to stick a knife Into you like as
not. What's she been chasing you for,
m- The I of Hearts In tha "death-sign- "
all over this land of the brave and
ployed by 8nwa Trine In Ilia private war
your fool
of vengeance which, through the agency home of the free, but to take
of hla dauKhter Judith, he want against life? And now you want to sacrifice
Alwn
aon of the man, now dead, who yourself to her, out of sheer, downWit
Innocently reaponalble for the acciright foolishness In the head! I supdent which rendered Trine a helplml
Alan lovea and la loved hy Roae, pose you'll like me to call It chivalry:
Judith's twin and double. Judith vowa to
compaaa hla death, but under dramatic I'll tell you what I call it lunacy!"
clrcumalancea Alan aavea her life and o,
"Don't be an ase!" Alan responded
unwillingly, wlna her love. Thereafter
Judith la by tlirni animated hy the new temperately, gathering the reins tolove, the old hatred, and Jealouay of her gether and instinctively lifting a foot
sister. In escaping her persecution, Alan to
the stirrup. "Who warned us yesand Roae and their friend Harem take
refuge In the Painted I filial a range of terday in time to prevent our being
bordering the Arlrona
arid mountain
deaerta. Judith, while puraulng. auffera a crushed by that rock? Judith! Why
change of heart and warm them In lime was she separated from Marrophat
to avert an attempt upon their Uvea. In
return for thla ahe la aelied by an outlaw and the others alone up there when
acccimpllee anil bound helplena In the that beast tneaked up behind her O,
back of a Imrae. Alan ahonta the aecom-plicgrabbed
nni the home runa away, following I saw him I saw It all and
a perilous mountain trail.
her and roped her to that bronco If
it wasn't because she had broken with
CHAPTER XL.
them for good and all and started to
fight on our side?"
The Man In the 8hadow.
"You're raving," Barcus commented
Two hundred feet. If one, Hopl Jim In a hopeless tone. He looked to the
oil from the lip of the cliff. Then sudgirl. "Rose Miss Trine reuson with
denly the thing that had been Hopl this madman "
Jim Slade was checked In Its headlong
Dropping the glasses, the girl tame
descent by the outstanding trunk of a swiftly and coutldently to her lover's
tree, over which It remained, doubled side, lifting her lips to his.
up, limp, horrible . . .
"Go, sweetheart!" she told him
The miniature landslide that had "Save her if you can!"
been caused by bit fall went on,
"Did you dream for an Instant Rose
settling gradually
as the slope be- would see her own sister carried to
came less sheer. Only part of it, a her death If anything could be done
double handful of pebbles, gulned the to avert It no matter what we may
bottom of the canyon.
have suffered at Judith's hands?"
Its muffled impuct on the ground
With an Indignant grunt, but con
round nia fent roused the man who slderate none the less, Mr. llnrcus
had. compassed the bandit's death from caught up
the glasses and turned his
the jobb he had unconsciously
bark. . . .
on the1 Infltnnt of tiring.
"Go on!" he grumbled, pretending
Ha stepped bark, and snatched up to Ignore the hand Alan offered him
a case containing binoculars.
from the saddle. "I've got no patience
Not before the glasses were adjusted with you . . . Rut go!" he Insisted
reto his vision did he And time to
of a sudden seizing the hand and
spond absently to the alarmed and In- pressing It fervently.
"And God go
sistent inquiries of his two compan- with you, my friend!"
ions, a man of his own age and a girl
Then hoof beats drumming on the
of some years less, who had been
earth of the canyon trail
wakened from their sleep by the re- struck a hundred echoes from its
port of the rifle.
rugged, rocky walls.
Now tho latter plucked his sleeve,
Mr. Ilnrcus showed Rose Trine a
momentarily
deflecting the glasses face almost ludicrous with Its an
folobject
which they were
from the
gulshed smile that was intended to
lowing so sedulously as It moved seem reassuring.
along (he heights; a wildly running
"Iet's look sharp and follow him
horse with a woman bound helpless as quick as may be," he urged. "Lightupon Its back, both sharply In sil- ning will never
strike us so long as
houette against the burning blue.
we stick to Mr. laiw of the charmed
what life but 1 don't mind telling you, once
Alan: tile girl demanded,
Is it? Why did yon tire? Why won I out of hla company, I'm
Just naturally
you answer me r ivuui i 11
afraid of the dark!"
"Judith," Alan replied tersely, again
picking up with the glasses the runCHAPTER XLI.
away horse that fled so madly along
the perilous and narrow track of the
The Trail of Flying
hill trail.
In the still air of that young day the
The name was echoed from two chill of night lingered stubbornly
throats as Alan swung Hharply and and would until the shadow of the
thrust the glusse into the hands of eastern rampart had crept slowly
the girl.
down file canyon's western wall, tele"Judith," he affirmed with a look of scoped upon
Itself and vanished, letpoignant solicitude. "She's roped to ting In the sun to
make the place a
crazy
helpbroncho
of
that
the back
pit of torment and of burning.
one
yourself;
step
Bee
false
for
less!
rest and exhilarated
suppose a stone turns beneath Its by Refreshed from
this grateful coolness, his horse
hoof she'll be killed!"
responded willingly to the first light
While the girl focused her glasses
spur. In a twinkling
upon that speck that tlew against the touch of Alan's
overnight camp dropped Irom view
ky Alan turned to tho two horses the
behind the rounded shoul(er of a hillside, mesqulte-clonked- .
Then from Its first spirited flight
the horse settled down to steady going, lengthened its stride, and ran for
leugues with the long, apparently effortless and tireless lope of the plains-bre.
broncho,
.Alan's departure from enmp had anticipated by a round quurter hour the
appearance on the tipper trail of
friends of the slain bumlit, to the
number of four or five, who had both
discovered and recovered his body,
called his death murder and pledged
.
i themselves to its avengement laying
responsibility for the putative crime
at the door of the man and woman
to be seen In the canyon, Immediately
below the scene of Hopl Jim's fall.
Between the moment when discovery of the men on the ridge trail interrupted their simple and hurried
breakfast and that which found Roae
and Barcus mounted on the back of
their own horse and making the best
Lip
and of their way down the canyon in purMoistened Hit Parched
suit of Alan, but little time had
Throat
elapsed.
And even with its double burden,
h bbled near by and seizing a saddle
threw It over the back of one.
their horse made better time upon
At thla the other man turned to his the broad lower level than those who
aide and dropping a detaining hand followed the ridge trail. By mid mornnpon his arm asked:
ing, when they approached the foot"What are you going to do?"
hills that ran down to the desert, the
Alan shook the hand off and went pursuit was more than a mile In the
task.
on with his
rear and shut off to boot by a mono"Go after her, Tom. of course," he lithic hill, while Alan was many a
.
.
a rtii. .
i
.an......
iim wibu:
reoiiea.
iuui animal is weary mile In adVnuce.
crazy. I leu you
He sat upon his horse, Just then, at
Even so, Tom Marcus argued, "you standstill upon the summit of a rounded knoll, the Painted hills lifting up
can't climb that hillside on horseback
and If you could, you'd be too late to behind him, the desert before unfoldcatch up, much less prevent an ac- ing like a map but like a map all
'
blurred.
cident "
suppose
It
out
there, somewhere,
Hut
it.
doesn't
Judith
Was
know
"I
fall . . You know what's beyond lost, defenseless, forlorn, Impotent to
And the girl Is lift a hand to shield her face from the
these hills deserts!
helpless, I tell you, bound hand and blast of that savage sun?
No rest for Ainu till he knew . . .
foot. Think of her being carried that
Descending the knoll ho reined his
way all day. perhaps face up to this
brutal sun! She'll go mad if some- lagging mount bnck into the trail, following Us winding course through the
thing isn't done"
"You've gone mad yourself already," foothills and round the base ot that
Mr. Barcus contended darkly. "What's monolithic mountain toward the juncit to you if she does? Suppose you do tion with the ridge trail, miles away.
It approached the hour of noon besucceed In rescuing ber: what then?
As boob as the gets on her pine she'll fore he gained the point where the

8YN0P8I8.

crip-Ul-

two trails Joined and struck out across
the desert. And here be discovered
what he thought Indisputable indication that the fright of Judith's horse
bad persisted.
Abandoning immediately all notion
of returning through the bills by the
rldge-'.rail-,
he turned and swung away
at the best pace he could spur from
his broncho, delivering himself Into
the pitiless embrace of that implacable wilderness of sun and sand.
At long intervals be would check
the broncho and, reeling In his saddle,
endeavor to sweep the desert with hli
binoculars.
And toward the middle of the afternoon be fancied that something rewarded one such effort; something
for an Instant swam athwart the field
of the glasses: something that seemed
to move like a weary horse with a
human figure bound to its back.
But now the phenomena were discernible which, had he been more desert wise, would have made blm pause
and think before be ventured farther
from those bills, already beyond
reach as they were.
His first appreciated warning came
when the surface of the desert seemed
to lift and shake like the top ot a
canvas tent In a gale. At the same

speasable and to think of Alan as a
mortal enemy and at one whose death
alone could properly requite the cruel
Injury that bad been done her father;
and though the man himself bad
laughed to scorn her first Involuntary
confession of that love for him which
now consumed her being with Its Insatiable fires, she swallowed ber
chagrin and followed him with the
solicitude of one whose love can recognise no wrong In its object Through
all the remainder of that day of terror
ahe was never far from his side.
With the meekness of the strong,
the made herself bis shadow. And
she was now the stronger, for she bad
had more than an hour's rest beside
the waterhole, which he had missed
on the way of that rocky windbreak.
Sooner or later hit strength must fail
blm and he would need ber; till then
she was content to bide her hour.
It befell presently in startling fashion; she was not a yard behind him
when he vanished abruptly.
But the next moment Judith herself
was trembling on the crumbling brink
of an arroyo of depth and width Indeterminable In the obscurity of the
dUBtstorm.
Down this, evidently,
Alan had fallen In his dizzy blindness.
She found him Insensible, lying with
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Reason With the Madman"
an arm bent under him in a pose
frightfully suggestive of dislocation.
Yet when she turned him ou his back
and released the arm. he made no
sign to Indicate that the movement
had caused him the slightest pain.
There was a slight cut upon his
brow, a bruise about his left temple.
She tore linen from her bosom, beneath her course flannel Bhlrl, and with
sparing aid from the canteen, washed
the cut clean and bandaged It.
Then, seeing that the storm held
with fury unabated, she rose,
and returned to exert all her
strength and drag the unconscious
man across the dry bed ij that ancient
and under (he lee of its
farMier bank.
There, Bitting, she pillowed his
head upon ber lap, and bending over
him made her body an additional shelter to him from the swirling clouds
of dust.
And for hours on end Judith nursed
him there, scarce dastng to move
suve to minister to his Jeds, bathing
his fevered brow and moistening his
parched lips and throat.
In the course of the first hour she
was once startled by tbe spectral
through the driving sheets of dURt
of a horse that plodded up the arroyo,
bearing two riders on Itt back.
Weary with the weight of its double
burden, it went slowly and passed so
near to Judith that she was able to
recognize the features of her sister
and Tom Barcus.
Be sure she made never a sign to
culch their attention.
Within the next succeeding hour
the coppery light lost something of
Its hot brillance, took on a darker
Bhadu, and then one darker still. Twilight stole athwart the desert, turning
Its heat to chill, its light to violet.
Growing more Intense, the cold
eventually roused tho sleeping man.
And hardly had his eyes unclosed
and looked up into the eyes of Judith
bending over him than he started up
and out of her embrace, got unsteadily upon hit feet and after a moment
of pause, watching her rise In turn,
strode away or, rather, staggered
with the gesture ot exorcism.
1'nconiplnlnlng, hugging her newborn humility to her with the ecstasy
of the anchorite his horse-hai- r
shirt,
Judith followed him patiently, at a
little distance.
Not far from where he had rested
there was a break in the overhanging
Through this he
wull of the arroyo.
scrambled painfully, reaching the level
of tho desert only after cruel effort,
the unheeded woman at his heels. ,
A brief pause there afforded both
time to regain their breath and survey
the desert for sIriis of ashlKtnnce: It
offered none, oilier than what they
nilf.ht accomplish through their own
exertions. For leagues In any quarter
It stretched without a break other than
the black cleft of the nrroyo. gleaming
a bleached and deathly white In the
moonshine like the face of a frozen
world.
With tacit consent both turned thnt
CHAPTER XLII.
way, Alnn leading, Judith his pertinaOpen Mutiny.
cious shadow, with never a word or
Though she had been schooled to hold sign between them to prove that either
the very name ot Law In loathing un- - was aware of tbe other's company.
"Rose

Miss Trine

time a mighty gust of wind swept
athwart the waste, hot as a furnace-blasIn a trice dust enveloped man
and horse, a stilling cloud of superheated particles that stung the flesh
like a myriad needles. And then darkness fell, the twilight of hades, a
pall. Nothing remained
visible beyond arm's length.
Illlmled, huJf suffocuted, unspeakably dismayed and bewildered, the
broncho swung round, back to the
blast, and refused to budge another
Inch.
,
but
Himself more than
still hounded by his nightmare vision
of Judith, Alan dismounted to escape
being torn bodily from the saddle by
,
and seizing
that hellish
the bridle sought to draw the horse
on with him.
He waated his strength in that endeavor: the animal balked, planted
Its hoofs deep In the sand, stiffened
its legs and resisted with the stubbornness of a rock; then, of a sudden,
jerked his head smartly, snapped the
bridle from his grasp and flung away,
Bcuddlng before the storm.
Pursuit was out of the question:
Indeed, the bridle, was barely torn
from his hand before Alan lost sight
of the broncho.
For a moment he stood rooted In
an
consternation aa In a
arm upthrown across his face.
Then the thought of Judith recurred.
Head bended and shoulders rounded,
he began to forge a way Into the teeth
of the sandstorm.
How long he fought on, pitting his
strength agulnst the elements, cannot
be reckoned.
In the end he stumbled blindly down
a slight decline and was abruptly
conscious that he had In some way
found shelter from the full force of the
wind.
He staggered on another yard or
two, breathing more freely, and blunwall of rock
dered Into a
some sporadic outcrop, he understood, whose bulk stood between him
and the storm.
He thought to rest for a time, until
the storm had spent Its greatest
strength; but as he laid his shoulder
against the rock and
gratefully
scrubbed- the dust from his smarting
eyes he saw what he tit first conceived
Judith Trine
to be a hallucination:
standing within a yar-- ' rt him, alive,
strong, free.
He stared incredulously, saw her
recognize him, open her mouth to
a wondering cry that was Inaudible, and come quickly nearer.
You came for ine! You fol
"Alan!
lowed me. through all this!"
He threw off her hand with a bitter
laugh that was like the croaking of a
raven as It Issued from his bone dry
throat and In momentary possession
of hysteric madness, reeled away from
tho womun and the shelter of the rock
and delivered himself anew to the
.
mercy of the
t.
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But this was a state of affairs that
could not long endure. Judith had tbe
price to pay for ber own trials, suffering and privation: the strain began
to tell sorely upen her. She reeled
slightly as the walked, weaving a
winding trail across and across the
ttralgbter line of footprints that
marked Alan's course through the ordered pattern of tb powdered sagebrush.
And of a sudden the collapsed.
Instinct alone made Alan glance
for the had made no
sound whatever.
He turned and came directly back
to her, knelt beside her, lifted her
bead, pillowed It gently on hit arm
and piled ber In turn with the dregt
of the canteen.
With a sigh, a stifled moan and a
little shiver, she revived.
He helped ber gently to regain ber
feet, passed an arm round her.
In this fashion tbey struggled on In
strange, dumb companionship of misery and wonder.
Thut an hour passed; and for all
their desperate struggles neither could
see that the light on tbe mountainside
was a yard the nearer.
Behind them other lights appeared,
two staring yellow eyes that peered
up over the horizon, teemed to pause
a time In search of the two, then
leaped o'lt directly toward them.
Of this they were altogether Ignorant; and when a deep, droning sound
disturbed the desert silence, like the
purring of some gigantic cat. both ascribed It to the drumming of 'their
luboriug pulses.
The two lights were not a mile behind them when, silently, without a
sign to warn the girl, Alan released
her, took a step apart and dropped
as If shot.
Instantly she was kneeling by his
side. But In the act of bending over
him she drew back and remained for
several moments motionless, staring
at those twin glaring eyes, sweeping
down upon them with all the speed
touring car
attainable by a
negotiating a trackless desert.
When Judith did move it was not to
comfort Alan. On the contrary, her
first act was to draw from her pocket
a heavy, blunt-noserevolver, break it
at the breech and blow Its barrel
clear of dust. Her hand went next
to the holster on Alan's hip. From
this she extracted his Colt's .4!, treating It as Bhn had the other. Then she
crouched low above the man she loved,
as If thinking perhaps to escape notice
from the occupants of the motorcar.
If that were her thought, it was bred
of an idle hope. Alan had chosen to
fall in the middle of a wide space so
arid that not even sagebrush had ventured to take root there. When the
glare of tbe headlights fell upon them
It was Inevitable that discovery should
follow. The motor car stopped within
twenty feet. Three men Jumped out
and ran toward the pair, leaving two
In the car the chauffeur and one who
occupied a comer of the rear seat:
an aged man with the face of a damned
soul, doomed for a little time to live
upon this earth In the certain knowledge of his damnation.
As this happened,
Judith Trine
leaped to her feet and ttood over the
body of Alnn, a revolver poised in
either hand.
"Halt!" she ordered Imperatively.
"Hands up!"
The three who had alighted obeyed
without a moment's hesitation; her
father's creatures, they knew the
daughter's temper far too well to
dream of opposing her will.
In the six hands that were silhouetted against the headlights' radiance, three1 revolvers glimmered; but
at her command all three dropped
harmlessly to the earth.
Then, sharply, "Stand back two
paces!" she required.
They humored ber unanimously.
Darting forward, she picked up and
pocketed the three weapons, then with
one of her own singled out the men
she named.
"Now, Marrophat and you, Hicks
pick Mr. Iaw up and carry him Into
the ear. And treat him gently, mind!
If one ot you lifts a finger to harm
blm, that one shall answer to me."
Still none ventured to dispute her.
The two men designated, without a
sign of disinclination, stepped forward,
One lifted Alan Iaw by the shoulders:
the other took the legs. Between them
they bore him with every care toward
the motor car.
But now a second will manifested
Itself. The man In the rear seat lifted
up a weirdly sonorous voice:
"Stop!" he cried. "Stop this
Drop that man!
Judith, I
command you "
"Be silent!" fhe girl cut in sharply.
"I command here if It's necessary to
tell you."
There was a pause of astonishment.
Then the old man broke out in exasperation that threatened to wax into
fury: "Judith! What do you mean by
this? Hub It Indeed come to this that
my own daughter defies me to my
face?"
"Apparently!" she shot back, with
a short laugh. "Judge for yourself!"
"Have you forgotten your vow to
me?"
"No. But take It back and cancel
It: that Is my privilege. I believe. . .
Silence!" she stormed as he strove
"Silence do you
to gainsay her.
hpnr7 or It will be the worse for
you!"
As well command the seu to still
its voice: her father raged like a
that he was, for the time being
divested of his habitual mask of frigid

"If you do," ber father foamed, "I'll
have your life "
A flourish of her weapons gained
Instant obedience.
She stepped up on tbe running board
and shot a quick, searching glance
at thtt face of the chauffeur.
"Straight ahead, my man!" she laid.
"Make for the nearest past through
those hills yonder, and don't delay
unless you are anxious for trouble. Off
you go!"
Tbe car began to move. She swept
the three men In the desert a mocking
bow, jumped Into the body of tbe ear
and slammed tbe door.
They made no effort to plead their
cause and secure passage oven as far
at the edge of tha desert; doubtlesn
they knew too well the futility of that,
she thought, at she settled back In a
seat, chuckling with tbe memory of
those three masks of dismay unmitigated.
It was not until five minutes later,
when she straightened up from making
Alan comfortable that the realize
what had made them to content to
J
abide by her will.
Then she heard their voices lifted,
together in a long, thrill howl that was
quickly answered by fainter yells from
a distant quarter of the desert, then
by pistols popping and flashing some
two miles away, then by a growing
rumble of galloping hoofs.
The night glasses in the car afforded
her flashes of a body of several horsemensome six or seven, she Judged
making at top speed toward the spot
where Marrophat, Hicks and Jimmy
waited beside a beacon which tbey
had built and lighted.
Half a dozen sentences exchanged
with the chauffeur advised her that
those were horsemen from the town
of Mesa who had charged themselves
with tho duty of avenglug the death
of Hopl .Mm Blade.
A sardonic
chuckle from within
Trlne's gag goaded the girl into a sullen fury.
Exacting his utmost speed from the
chauffeur, under penalty of her displeasure, she let herself to revive
Alan.
With the ad of such stores of foott
and drink as the car carried, this was
quickly enough accomplished.
Strangling
with an overdose ot
brandy too little diluted with water,
Alan sat up. grasped the conditions
In a flash, and gained further information as he devoured sandwlchei and
emptied a canteen.
The mountain pass was 'now, bs
judged, a mile distant. The light on
the hillside, according to the chauffeur, was that of a prospector who
had camped there temporarily. There
was nothing, then, to be feared from
that quarter, but solely from the rear
where the horsemen, having picked
up Marrophat and his companions,
had Instituted hot pursuit, and were
now strung out In a long, straggling
line, three horses carrying double tha
farthermost perhaps a mile and
half away one with a single rider
the tienrcBt, well within three quarters of a mile.
Nobly mounted, this last came on
like the wind, gaining on the motor
car with every stride; for hit horse
was trained to such going, whereat
tbe car at best could only labor heavily In dust and sand.
None the less, It had won o a point
within a quarter of a mile from the
pass before the horseman got within
what he esteemed the proper range,
an I opened fire.
He fired thrice. Ills first shot winged
ripped
wide, bis second by
through a rear tire of the car, thus
placing upou it an additional handicap, while hit third sought tbe zenith
as bit hands flew up and he dropped
from the saddle, drilled through the
body by Alan's only shot.
plBtol duel wat In
A
progress before the car had covered
half the remaining distance to tha
pass.
By the time It entered this last
which proved to be a narrow ravine
with towering side of crumbly earth
and shale and broken rock, tbe pursuit was not a hundred yards behind.
contln-while the firing was
uous.
Two hundred feet above the trait
two ma were working with desperate
haste at some mysteriout business
though none noticed them.
Only the chauffeur wat aware of a
woman running down tbe hillside at
an angle, to Intercept tbe car several
hundred yards from tbe mouth of tbe
pass.
As it drew near the spot where she
paused, waving both bandt frantically,
the bead of the pursuing party swept
Into the mouth of the ravine.
At the same time tbe chauffeur noticed that the two men on the hillside
were following the woman pelluiell.
throwing themselves down the slope
with gigantic leaps and bounds.
And thei. a great explosion rent the
peaceful hush ot night that till then
bad been profaned by the pattering
cracks ot the revolver fusillade.
As the roar ot dynamite subsided
the entire side of the hill shifted and
slid ponderously down, choking the
ravine with debris to the depth of
some thirty or forty feet, burning the
leaders ot ine pursuit oeyonu rearuo.
Only a Instant later the motor car
f
Jolted to a halt and Alan pulled
together to find that Rose and
Barcus were standing beside the door
and Jabbering Joyful greetings, mixed
with more or less Incoherent explanations of the manner In which they had
come to seek shelter for the night In
the prospector's shack and, roused '
heartlessness.
by tbe noise of firing and recognizing
And seeing that there was no other Alan In the car by the aid of
way of quieting hi in. the girl turned
had with the prospector's aid
to the third man.
hit upon this scheme of shooting a
"Now Jimmy!" she said crisply. landslide In between tbe pursuit said.
"Into that car and be quick about It Its devoted quarry.
and gag him!"
(TO US CONTINUED.)
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Thursday, March 25th
We are in our new location, one and two doors north of the old store.

Ladies' Skirts
10 per cent discount
on all of our spring

skirts.
10 per cent discount
on all our new spring
Dresses in Silk Poplin, and Crepe.

per cent discount
on all our new spring
Coats and Suits.
10

Ginghams

Heavy Shirting

Children's Dresses

Red Seal Ging- Hoosier Cheviots, plain 12
10c
blue and stripes, splendid hams
10c
Percale Dresses 6 to 14 yrs. Pretty values
10c. 12
plaid and solid color ging- : 7 Sheeting, 2 2 c Bolivar Madras 10c
Bleached
hams dresses, made in the
25c 10c Apron Ginghams 8c
newest styles. 60 dresses good quality,
OC
"C
a"co
to select from, each $1.UU. j2
10c,
Huck Towels
One lot of Shirtings, nice
48 Dresses 6 to 14 years, House Dresses, Ginghams for Spring Coats, Coat
79c. and Percale dresses, all Suits and Dresses, special
splendid values,
39c
sizes, splendid values $1.00 price
2 to 6 year sizes. Pretty
10 per cent discount on all the new
50c.
Aprons
spring Dres Goods on Farmer.' Day.
assortment, 25c to $1.00. Big lot Long

Our Special

7"

M

l--

l--

2c

l--

2c

l

1--

2c

,

My Gwi

Company

e

Auditing County Records

Notice o? Election.
A notice of election ha been
issued by the Mayor and Clerk
pursuant to a resolution passed
by the City Council Monday
night calling an election on the
first Tuesday in April for the
purpose of electing five mem-

bers of the board of education
nd for the purpose of voting on
Folbonds for school purposes.
lowing ate the polling places
amd the judges and clerks of
lection:

First Ward at Barry Hard-muJudges J. P. Noble,
Or. W. F. Bayless, John
Clerks -- J. B. Bush, A.

e.

Mc-Win-

Jt

Seder.

at Steed's Under-

2nd Ward

taking.

Judges

C V. Steed,

J.

Oterks-- A.

"Johnson.

W.

Chas.

White,

H. Simpson.
Rhodes, I. C.

.

Agency.
D. N.
Clerks
J. P. Small, J. A. Smith.
4th Ward Baker Agency M.
T McCluskey, R. L. Pryor,
E.
SI.
Robinson.
Clerks H.
Springfield, H. Bell,
Electors outside of city at
rand jury room, court house.
Judges, Andy Moore,
L. E.
Hitchcock, S. D. Dean, Clerks,
"lob Thomas, P. J. Ellis.
Approved this 15th day of
March 1915.
Mayor.
3d Ward Curren's
Judges-- M.
W. Page,
"Croft, J. B. Woodward.

Deputy County Treasurer,
Walker,
of Carlsbad, Eddy
County, has been employed by
Curry County to go over the
records of the Treasurer and Assessor from the time of the
creation of the County in 1909
and completely audit and correct
them up to date. This is a
gigantic task, which will require
from six to eight months' work
to complete. It is claimed by
the county officers that so much
property is assessed against unknown owners and much of it
has been sold under tax sales
after the taxes had been paid
and the owners hold receipts,
that the entire system is in a
mixed and muddled condition.
The officers say that it would be
more economical to do the work
now than later and that a complete audit and
was necessary.
County Assessor Ivey has employed Assessor Hubbard, of
Chaves County, to install a complete new system o f record
keeping and Mr. Hubbard is
expected here soon to take up
the work.

W. O. W. Installation
The Woodmen of the World
had their annual installation of
officers at the Woodman hall last
night, the following officers be-

CONFESSION OF SIN,
Pumpkin Center Items
After a long rest. Pumpkin
VICTORY
and all of its surround-ing- s FORGIVENESS,

Blacktower Budget.

All the farmers have gone
Center
to work in earne3t since it quit

Every Sunday more comes.
Kinney McConnell had a fight
with the hand car, but I believe
the hand car was the strongest
as Kinney is going around with
a very bad mashed hand.
All enjoyed the party at Mr.
J. W. Eller's last week and all
said they had a fine time.

R. H. Crook was a
visitor Monday.
There were so many people on
the streets in Clovis Monday
that it reminded one of "old
times" when Clovis first was
built.
Mr. and Mrs. J. VV. Eller callr
ed on Mr. and Mrs. J. E,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Dough
ton visited Mr. and Mrs. Fleming Sunday.
They are getting ready to
have a singing school at Blacktower which will be a help in
the Sunday school.
preached
Rev. Wilmon
at
All enBlacktower Sunday.
joyed the sermon well.
has begun to
New Mexico
look like itself once more as you
can see new comers every day.

Mrs.

Clo-vi-

s

Led-bette-

'.

ft.
tamatl
Samuel, Prophet and Judge Hit Influence For Good liraal Was Penl-teConvention at Mount Mixpah.
Facting and
The Wateh Tower
Prayer Ood'a Favor Returned
by
Rebuked lerael Bleated.

and a jolly good time enjoyed
most if not all. The next meeting will be Friday night the 26th.
We hope to hate a better program than before. And as a
desert we intend to eat pie, in
other words we will have a pie
supper. The object to buy lights
and other things needed for the
society. Everybody come and
bring a pie, if you can't bring a
pie bring a girl.
We are all sorry to learn that
Mrs. Anderson is ill with twsili-tihope she will be well soon.
Mrs. Douglass is on the sick
list, seems to be Lagrippe.
Mr. Douglass was in Clovis
Tuesday getting material for
finishing his house.
Miss Delia Boone, of Texico,
spent last week in this community visiting her sister and school
and others.
s,

Pastor for Episcopal Church

Bishop Howden was here last
Friday and held church services
while here. He completed arrangements to place a settled
pastor here in the person of Rev.
D. A. Sanford. who comes from
Mexico, Mo. Mr. Sanford and
wife will reside here, though
part of his time will be given to
Wonder why Si Plunkard
the church at Fort Sumner.
don't bring his sweet little Sal
Services here next Sunday at
Slumpkin to New Mexico now
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.

ing installed: Luke Morton, C.
C; Mr. Stokes, V. C. C; E. H.
Attest:
Robinson, Clerk and C. V. Stead,
B. M. Brizendine,
banker. After the installation
Clerk.
the members repaired to the
Antlers dining room where the7
The new half circle office feasted on good things until a that everything is looking so
quarters in the arch at Kendall'a lute hour.
good? We believe that she
the only thing of the kind in
has gone back on him.
The Lyceum management
this part of the state and it reflects much credit on the work-we- a thinks that Friday night, when
the Trey 0' Hearts is the chief
H. M. Johnson, who owns the
who built
attraction, is also the fixed time building occupied by Harvey and
Whitings have arranged every- for more precipitation.
It has Morris,
from Phoenix,
thing so attractively in their either rained or snowed on each Arizona, returned
Tuesday. He says that
ew store that they must cer- Friday night for over a
month. the land under ditch in that
tainly feel quite proud of such It takes more than snow to keep country
is entirely too high and
an inviting looking
the people from seeing the Trey that the farmers are rustling to
0' Hearts.
keep up their payments.

it

coming a live.

are
raining and snowing.
debating society met FriThe
We are having a gooi Sunday day night the 12th.. for the first
School at Blacktower. W. I.
tim. An interesting program
McConnell
is superintendent. was rendered to a good crowd

W. E. Copeland and family
have purchased a residence, at
to
115 N. Lane, and moved
their new home this week.

J. W. Herrin, 73 years of age,
who was visiting his son at
Randlett, Oklahoma, fell Thursday night and broke his leg.
The injured man is getting along
nicely as could be expected, considering his age.
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SAMUEL

Inr tolatd m."--t
sal T.'Jt,

the Prophet might serva
Prliftt, but could not

his successor became
not of (he priestly family. It
la prolmblo. therefore that, at he reached maturity, he found other service;
but there la a blank in the record of
twenty year at least Quite possibly
be engaged hluitclf in Instructing the
people respecting their wrong condiof Idolatry
tion! (lie permission
amongst them, neglect of Ood. etc.
Our lesson Introduces him at tbt
leader of the hour, when the people
had become thor
oughly aroused to
a aeuse of their
unhollneaa
and
their need of help
bark Into relation-ihlwith Ood.
brought
Having
them to thla proper condition of
mind, the Prophet
Samuel appointed
a general meeting
at a small moun- Kumuel Ihr I'ntpkrt.
tain called Mlr.pnh
Watch Tower They came In considerable numbers, seeking l!od.
A Groat Reformation Effected.
The Prophet Siiniuel put the matter
before the people distinctly, saying. "If
ye do return to the Lord with all your
hearts, then put away the atrange gods
and Asiitnroth from nmong you, and
and
prepnre your hearts unto the
serve Ulm only; mid lie will deliver
you out of the hnnd of the Philistines."
tie was warranted In telling them this;
for (lod'a Corennnt with them wus
that If they would obey Ilia Ijtwe, and
be loyal to Dim, Ho would guide their
Interests to their highest welfare, but
that If they were disobedient and disloyal, lie would deliver tbetn Into the
bands of their enemies und punish
them Seren Times.
Baalim la tha plural of
Tha Israelites bad been forewarned to keep themselves from Idols to
aocb ian extent that they might not
ren make an image of Jehovah. But
all around were tha Canaanltea, whom
they tad not driven out of tha land.
Tbeaa Canaanltea had Baal tdola In
all their towna and even In their
homes, aa protective genii.
Asbtarota Is the plural of Ashteroth.
female deity, known also as Isbtur

M

Uaal-caretn- k-er.

and Asttirte. Connected with here
wondilp were many licentious services
eupptKied to promote fertility propaga
Hon of the hflmnn'specles. If Samuel'a
work influenced all Israel to put away
their gods and to worship aud serve
Jehovah only, be accomplished much
Such reformations do not come by
change, nor are they miraculous.
Samuel prayed for the people of Is
reel, who poured out water before the
Lord, fasted and confessed that they
had sinned ugalnst the Lord. This cot)
fctslon was appropriate when asking
tha God whom they bad offended to
receive them hack Into covenant relationship wtib Himself. The humility
necessary to such confession would be
l
profitable In their
Blessed by Samuel's Judgeship.
"Samuel judged the children or Israel
In Mlxiuih": be gave advice In respect
to t!u !r affairs disputes, proper course
of conduct, etc. Thus tho nation was
mn Uu v a new start
M eu ii while the Philistines,
having
beard of the umbering, came against
them with un army. The Israelites bad
come together for prayer; nevertheless
they wore probably more or less armed. But tbey felt quite unprepared to
meet the Philistines, and asked Samuel to cry to Ood. that Do save them
from tho Philistines, Tbey were learning to look for help In the right direction. Thla cry. coming after tbey bad
vowed to be loyal to Jehovah, put them
Into a very different attitude toward
Him from that of twenty years previous, when tbey called for tlie Ark to
lead them against the Pblllstinea.
lu response, the Prophet Pamuel offered to the Lord a lamb of the first
year. Do knew not, but It was a type
of "the Lamb of nod. which tnUeth
awny the aln of
'
the world." Then
he cried to the
Lord on behalf of
the people, and the
heard hltn.
While the offering
waa yet upon the.
altar, the noise of
the approaching
hosts waa heard.
character-baildlns-Isrso-

Deliverance)

came In the abuifH
of a violent stori
'
Ur4 fteJped
which swept do- tha bill Mlr.pah Into the faces of tfc
approaching hosta. Tbey turned thel
backs againat tba atorm; and the la
raelltea, perceiving the opimrtunlty.
rushed onward with tha atorm, driving
tha Philistines before them, and gain
lug
great victory on tha very spot
where, twenty years before, the Ark
bad been captured by the Philistines.
Samuel there set a stone as a mono
ment and called It Ebeneser, Baying.
"Hitherto bath tba Lord helped us."
Samuel continued to be a Judge, an
Interpreter of Divine Law, a counselor
to his people, all the days of bis life.
Thus the nation began to b cemented
as cue people- "ffKfttrfe

j

